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Holland City News.
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A weekli“nbwspapee,

1). M., Dental Surgeon; residence, and

OFFICE : VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.

DOESBUEG, Editor and

0. J.

TZBMS or 8UB3CBIFTI0B

Publisher.

12.00 per year is

admci.

JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

A., Surgeonand Physician.Officeover
their Drug store opp. Van Raalte'sshoe store,
where he can bo found during the day and night.

lyiEENGS,

T EDEBOER. B.

D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, MedIclnes.Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-
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Physician and Surgeon: Office
corner Eleventh and River street opposite

Ij

etc.

QCHOUTEN,

00
00
00

00

annum.

An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two Z Z signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
All advertisingbills collectable quarterly

Saddler*.
Dry flood*.

ITAUPELL, H., Manufacturer of
ERT8CII, D. General dealer In

Ik

Ik

Dry

V

Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.; Eighth street.
Eevisg Machinal.

ANTERS, A.

M. Agent for Ottawa and AlleT AUDER Misses., FaihlonableDressinukerH. i\ pan Coumies, for the “Howe Hewing MaLj Rooms opposite the Post Office. Eighth street. chine.’’Dealers in needles and attachments.
I/-

VfEYER

U.. AGO., Dealers In all kinds of Fnrnlturc, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.
J. M., A SON, General Dealers In
Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. Sec ad-

vertisement.

Taken

Iv

Trains.

Grand Rapids.

5.15 a. m.

“ “
“
“
“ “
4i “

f

«i t.

tt

3.30 p. m.
8.25 “ “

rpK ROLLER,
I.

G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
Cigars.Snutl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

f 12.35 p. m.
11.05 a. “
* 8.22 p “

u “

&

Buffalo

*)

VAARWERK,

©w

a

parkftji.

General Sealer*.

Produce, Etc.
CO., Dealers In Dry Goods, Apples, $ bushel ................ $
Groceries, Crockery,Glassware, Hats, Cups, Beans, bushel ...................1 00 ft
®
Clothingand Feed; River street.
Butter, ^ lb ..................
Clover seed, $ bushel .........
rpE ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods, Eggs, $ dozen ..............
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey- Honey, $ lb ..................
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street. Hay, V ton ...................
8 00
Onions. bushel ...........
ATAN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers,in Dry Potatoes. $ bushel ...........
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, HaU and Caps, Timothy Seed, $ bushel ......
Wool, $ lb ......................
Fbur, Provisions, etc.; River at.

i ®

INUURSEMA J. A

1

f 5.00 p. m.
3.35

it

* 9.35 p. m.

Muskegon,Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 5.20 a. m.

New

10.15 a. m.
12.10p. m.

&

L

f

1.20 p. m.

5.10 a. in.
3.25 p. m.

12.30“ “
* 0.45 “ “

25
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®

$
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Chicago.
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25
9 00
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®

TT7ELTON A AKKLY, General Dealers In
f

“
“

T

“

“

“

“

O

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern E.

E.

FROM GR'ND

RAPIDS

Express. Mail.
p. a..
4 15
4 82
5 45

6 11
6 19
6 35
6 50
P.M.
8 30
A.M.
6.00
A M.
2 40
A. M.
7 05
p. a
1 is

A. X.
7 30
7 44
8 28
9 41
9 19
9 85
9 50
A. M.
11 30
*.*.
6 30
P.R.
5 00
P. M.
9 30
A.M.
4 05

11

TO GR'ND RAPIDS.

STATIONS.

Express. Mail.
A. M.
P. M.

Grand Rapids.
Grandvllle.

Allegan.
Otsego.
Plainwell.

Cooper.
Kalamazoo.
White Pigeon.
Chicago.
Toledo.
Cleveland.
Bnffalo.

10 10
9 55
8 45
|B 16
8 07
7 35
7 85
A.M.
5 50
P.M.
10 40
P.M.
11 55
P.M.
7 40
P.M.
12 10

!7
|6
,5

10
55
45
18
10
46

6
5
4
4 40
P.M.
P 05
A.M.
(8 60
A.M.
8 80

A.M
8 40
P.M.
7 55

Mioh. Lake Shore Bail Eoad.
Taken
doing
No. I
p.

m.

Effect,

Worth.
No. 2
p.

Monday, May 29, 1870.

STATIONS.

m.

Qolng
No. 8
p.

MnskegonJ

8 20 12 15
7 45 11 45
7 40 11 40
fi 50
11 11
5 45 10 85
5 17 10 15
4 00
9 25

Ferrysburg
Grand Haven
jPIgeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

m.

South.

|No.l
a.

2
2
2
3
3
4

00
8
30
8
40
9
13
9
55 11
12 11
500 1

Bardvare.

TTAVERKATE, G,

Taken Effect, Sunday, Nod. 21, 1875.

m.
00
50
00
50
15
45
15

ijussiiwM firectoni.

J. First Ward Hardware
Store; sell cheaper than any other; 8th

Grain, Feed, Etc.

E., Dealer in General Hnrdware; cor. Eighth and River street.

<

Corn, Hhcllcd $ bushel .......
Oats, ^ hnnhel ..............
SlELIS, Dealers In Buckwheat, y bushel .......
Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple- Bran, U ton .................
Feed. ^ ton ................
ments; Eighth street.
^ 100 Ih ...............
Barley, $ 100 th ..............
Botel*.
Middling. V lOOtt. ...........
A
P. Zalsman, Proprietor. Flour, V too IT. ...............
First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and Pearl Bariev, $ IfKi lb ........
frem the Trains. Eighth street.

\7AN LANDEGEND A

V

...... ®

/"'tlTY HOTEL. J. W. Minuiriiout, Proprietor.
Built in 1873; Furnished Inelegant style, and
a first-class hotel throughout.

If.

at
1
1
1

ETNA HOUSE.

05
50
32
00
00
no
40
25
33

8 38
7 00

Ipcciat Notices.

T1HOENIX HOTEL. J.

McVicar Proprietor;
opposite the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot ; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.

1

The Holland City Cornet Band hereby
inform the public that they are ready for
business—to play for nil public or politiLivery and Sale Stable*.
cal meetings— and that while their leader,
John A. Roost, continues to be too ill to
TkOONE A ALBEllTI, Liver}’ and Sale Stable. take charge in person, Mr. Antone Tichy,
Office and barn on Market street. Everything
leader and director of the Germania Band
first-class.
of Grand Rapids, will take the lead. For
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery ami Sale Stable; engagements apply to Otto Breyman.
Office of Daily Stage Line to Saugatuck. 9th
G. A. HONING, Sec'y.
street, near Market.

D

Wagonaake*and Blackialtb*.

TMJKEMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
Iv Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repairStreet.

T7LIEMAN, J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
pone. Cash paid for Furs.

1

The Annual School Meeting of the

Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
clothing and Gents' Furnish-

Errors of Youth.

O

A gentleman who

suffered

!

1

River street.

1Y

\nSSCBER A., Attorney

Y^AN DER HAAR,

£rnprletrc” ofg||jcPipneer

vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.

H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper
and twine; 8th street.

Bikerlis.

IV^ko^^'kl'1’

authorities

elsewhere “owe no

1^

H., Manufacturerof

Plows, By

miles adjacent. But poor

New

Jersey,

A good

variety of

\V

WERDINK W

H

L

The Lady Who Refuied Washington.

old Mr. Cary to address his daughter,be-

live present, a sad appearance. The great

your business here,

sir,

I

wish you

my daughter

to

leave

been acheat and long drought have destroyed
customed
to ride In her own coach.” It
most of the vegetation, killed many of the
trees and rendered it Impossible for most has subsequentlybeen said that thoanswer
persons renting farms or holding them of Mr. Cary to the stripling Washington
has

meet their obli- produced the Independence of the United
gations. May her future years he brighter States, and laid the fcunftiitionof the fuand for the present may her people, look- ture fame of the first of heroes and the
under a heavy interest

to

;

ing hack over their previousblessings not

men— our immortal Washington—
was more than probable that had he

best of
as it

obtained possessionof the large fortune
which

not receive evil?”
attraction at the east is the

Centennial. Two out of every four or

five

it

was known Miss Cary would car-

he would have

ry to the alter with her;

passed the remainder of his

life in inglori-

an anecdote of the day
travelersare going to it, and like a grand
that this lady, many .years after she had
waterfall its signs become more visible
and its voices more audible as you ap- become the wife of Edward Ambler, happroach it. But even with the great at- pened to be in Wllliamsburghwhen General Washington passed through that city
traction the Iravel is far less on the leadat the head of the American army, crowning lines than we have ever before seen it,
and one cun scarcely resist the impression ed with never fading laurels, and adored
by his countrymen. Having distinguished
that they all must be losing money. But
who or what is there that is not losing ? I her among the crowd, his sword waved
have yet to find a man cither in or out of toward her a military salute, whereupon
ous ease. It was

business, possessing or not possessing property

who

times.

does not

explain of very hard

We remember the

years 1880-7,

and some of the years of financial distress
in manufacturing districtsand
cles, Hint

money

cir-

have occurred since, but we have

no recollection of a time when our whole
country was
j

in sue!) distress. In all the for-

ears save 1830 and a few weeks

our

late

In

the

war we could in two hours

beyond the

she

said to have fainted. But this wants

is

confirmation, for her whole life tended to

show that she never for a

moment regret
It may be

had made.

ted the choice she

added, as a curious fact, that the lady
General Washington afterwards married
resembled Miss Cary as much ns cne twin
sister ever did another.—

Bishop

Meade's tlOld Churches and FamUiet of Virginia. ”

ride pass entirely

ways that we have looked for

The

feeling of

---

-«•»»

-

-

his blessing. the
all the

great turret ship

means

of floating her

to the sea.

The

North Holland canal, which goes to the

it

say that over production has prostrated all communication with the North Sea, is not
our industries,others stoutly deny this to

yet completed.

he the cause of present depression and

be

speak of other things.

We

have found

An attempt will, however,
made to bring the Honing der Nedcr-

louden through this canal, precautions beobservation that some persons ing taken to prevent her running aground.
have suffered and caused others to suffer,
During the last twenty years the Britfrom their tei'd speculations. They bought
ish
Government has added 578 ships to
and provided for extensive sales that had
our

in

own

nothing to warrant them. There were for the navy by building, and has purchased
example farms mapped out in lots by the 44 pjore. It has sold 110, broken up 125,
built

on and made

all

and 81 have been lost. The number of

for purchasers that remain at this Gatling guns in use is being rapidly inday unpaid for by the speculators and un* creased. The large iroudads are now all
armed with them, and several have lately

F. & A. Iff.
A Regular Communication of Unity

sold and unrenled. They cannot be
Lodge,

bought nor occupied in

all

a quarter of a cen-

at

Feathers! Feathers!

W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
17” ANTER8, L. T. Dealer In Books, StationPhoenix Planing Mill. AH kinds of bondPrime Live Geese Feather* at
Xu
and Toys, opposite ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
II. MEYER & CO
City Drug Store, Eighth street.
IITILMS P. H., Manufacturer of Farm Pumps.
Booti and Skoei.
All kinds of wood turningand sawing on
I. 0. of*(L F.
hand and done to order. River street.
Holland City Lodge, No 192, IndependentOrder
* H. Generar dealers
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
JLi In Boots and Shoes ; repairing neatly done :
NoUrr Public*
River street
FeUMrs' Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of Hfch week.
TrEROLD,E., Manufacturer of and dealer in DOfiT, UBN&Y D., Real E*Ute and Insurance Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;ColR. a. sciioutkn.N. O.
Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.;
P. Schbavesande, R. S.
Eighth street.
lectlous made In Hollandand vicinity.

V

A. T. 8.

handsome Carpets at ready
H. MEYER & CO.

Booki and Stationery.

T?ry’

---

where wholesome laws are so thoroughly fore he ventured to speak to herself. The
reply of the old gentleman was, “If that is
administered, and eo many good people

a

\7ERBEEK, H.

broken

The eldest sister of Miss Mary Cary had
was carried through some districts that
married
George William Fairfax, at whose
were suffering greatly for want of rain
and in which there cannot be realized one- house he was on a visit, when she captivated a young man, who paid her his adthird of a crop. From Jackson eastward
and along the Michigan Central the coun- dresses. His affection,however, was not
returned, and the offer of his hand was retry was looking much better. Not only
jected
by Miss Cary. This young man
had the wheat crop been excellent, hut
the latter products of both grain and was afterward known to the world as General George Washington, the first Presifruit were goad. The same may be said
dent of the United States of America.
of New York State as far as we could sec
and learn, along the Eric road and for some Young Washington asked permission of

Improved machinery U enabled to sell the No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Sept. tury. Others lived beyond their income.
lower prices than any surroundingtown. Plow 27, at 74 o’clock,
The married child demanded
better
points gronnd to order. 10th street west of River st
Geo. Lauder, W. M.
this line served on call ; Eighth street.
J. O. Doesburo, Sec'y.
house and more expensive style of living
IT EALD, R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in
Banking and Exchange.
than his parents had come after years of
1„A«Ficu!Hv?! I,nPlumenui;commission agent
for Mowing Machines; cor. 10th A River street.
Children's Carriages.
toil to enjoy, and it so happened that
K ^PraLs^ b on g h t^and1 Ba“klng and Collecting.
pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors Excelled by none in quality,finish or price where the child had little or nothing but
of Hugger MUU; (Steam Saw and Flour
H. MEYER & CO.
what his parents had given him, and that
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

1

-

watered and fruitful region,

CARPETS! CARPETS!! thousands and often

Manufactories,Mill*, Shop*, Etc.

TVEMING, W.

man anything” will be

at the sacrifice of public and private good.

have been marked by Helder, is not deep enough, and the new
for years health and frultfulnees and peace. Some canal, which puts Amsterdam in dlrcA

V

at Law, Notary Pubbuilding.
Corner qf .Eighth ann River street.

see just as great ones

years following

from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay,
and all the effects of youthfulindiscretion
will, for the sake of suffering humanity,
send free to all who need it, the recipe and
direction for making the simple remedy
QHERBURNE, S. W., Blendon,Mich., Attorney IkUTKAU W.. New Meat Market, near comer by which he was cured. Sufferers wishat Law and Notary Public. Special attention
I > Eighth and Fish Street, All kinds of sauing to profit by the advertiser’sexperience
given to foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections. snges constantly on hand.
Office In the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
can do so by addressingin perfect confiBolks & Bros.
7" LEYS, P., First Ward Meat Market; best of dence,
IV Meats always on hand. Eighth street.
JOHN B. OGDEN,
rPEN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
Agent. Office in Kenyon's block, 2nd floor, T/'UITE,J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
42 Cedar st., New York.

He and Conveyancer.Kenyon’s

that are

The war ended some years ago and

TkOSMAN. J. W..
Ik In ready made

with or

Honing der Neizens of Holland City will be held at the special pecuniary pressure, but not so now,
derlanden,which has been constructedat
Union School House on Monday Evening
and why is this? What are its causes? Amsterdam,is ready to be launched, but
Sept. 4th, 1870, at 1)4 o’clock P. M.
Surely God has been good to us in all the unfortunately it was forgottento think of
T. E. Ann ts,
cit-

Secr'y Board of Education.

A CoBRIDE, G. W., Attorney at Law and Solicl- ing Goods.
1>1 tor in Chancery;office with M. D. Howard, cor. Eighth and River streets.
T70RST, W., Merchant Tailor.Cloth purchascd elsewhere, will he cut to order. Repairing
/\RT< F. J. Counselsorat Law and Solicitor at promptlyattended to. River street.
\ / Chancery. Office, In Dr. Powers bullaiuir.
West of River Street,
Meat Market*.

v

and

left a well

first of

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

Notary Public; River street.

instances went

building church edifices

hut soon after he took the Valley Road he

mer

Public Meeting.

Merchant Tailor*

11

in

and soon afterwards are as grace, but living beyond one’s income is a
much pained by the view of an unfruitful disgrace,and they must end it, or every
one. We leave behind hard work and af- moral law connected with the injunction

The great
1

®

“

done. River

many

now being sold for the mortgages,
have bonded the cities and
7, 1781, Burning of New London by
and States for unnecessary and reckless
British.
“ 8, 1781. Battle of Eutaw Spring, 8. C. obligations,that they will not live to sec
cancelled and parents have encouraged
their children to hazardous adventures and
For the Holland City Keict.
extravgant
living. In this, Just this,
Mu. Editor. One docs not always inspreading
all over the United States we
crease his comfort by going from home.
Travel is interestingand instructivebut find one of the most fruitful causes of
hard times. The people must come to see
has its drawbacks.
that
poverty for good reasons is no disNow we are refreshed by the view of a

we

Wheat, white 9 bushel ........... 1 00 ft $

Attorneyi.

TTOWARD, M.

.........

[Corrected by the "Hugger Mills.)

\7\AN DER VEEN,

ing

land.

1757, La Fayette born.

0,

Stave bolts, softwood. .............
"60
Stave bolta,hardwood....................4 IX) loose the benefit of the inquiry, “shall we
Railroad ties, ................................
12
receive good at the hand of God and shall

street.

V

in

the house, fur

Wood, Staves, Etc,
Dry
$ 3 00
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Flour and Feed, Cordwood, maple, dry .....................
Provisions, etc. River street.
green ...................
* Dally except- Saturday
beach, dry ................... 2 00
t Mixed trains.
green ..................
All other trains dally except Sundays.
flour and feed.
Hemlock Bark ....................
4 00® 450
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time, which Is 20 minutes later than Columbus Q LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers In Flour and Stave*, pork, white oak, .............®10 00
Staves, Tierce,
12 00
time.
Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-stuff, Ac., Ac. In Heading bolts, soft wood ........... 3 00® 3 50
Slooter'sBrick Building.— See Advertisement.
Heading bolts, hardwood ................... 4 50

f 4.40“ “

John Wesley visited Georgia. Ministers

1802, Lee advanced into Mary- led their people

5,

“
“

he

Tobaccoand Cigars.

G. J., Family Supply Store:
choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmithshop In rear of Store; Eighth atreet.

X

Arrive at
Holland.

4, 1735,

•

T OSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, J ewelers,
Groceriesand Supplies; a
and dealers in Fancy Goods; Kenyon's Block
ready market for country produce ; a choice
River Street.
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.

r

rT^E
Leavs
Holland.

Treaty of American Inde- the order and this Is the order now except
pendence signed.
as a broken down credit has changed it.

with some aditional evils. When your
Dealer In Staves. Wood and
Bark; office at his reaidence.Eighth stroct. correspondentleft Holland and its vicinity,

Sunday, August 20, 1870.

Effect,

whole ten

8, 1783,

ANTERS. R.,

I^"

Watch** and Jewelry.

T^LIETSTRA,A.,

Michigan Lake Shore E. E.

spend from

to

their firat day the itterest of the

and each of their children required the in1789, Treasury Department estabterest of twice ten thousand. This was
lished.

2,

fliction

Stmt, Weed, Bark, Ztc.

furniture.

Qroeerlei.

Ic

237.

fruitful region,

Dreimiklag.

I\»

Chicago

and dealer In

Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;

cor. Eighth and River streets.

TYEIDSEMA

Rail Roads.

R. A. City Physician. Office at D.
K. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.

O

WASHo?“oEo5S
See advertisement.

Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths published without charge.

HT

Ik

In Dmgs, Modi- Yf ORRIS, 8. L., Physicianand Surgeon. Office,
; Proprietor of Dr. *“1 over E. HinoLD’aBoot and Shoe Store,
Van Den Bero's Family Medicines; River St. Eighth street.
clnes, Paints, Oils.

00

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per

Ik

public square.

street.

months.
1 Y.

Sept.

“
“

ROEK

In Drugs and Medlclnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes. Ac. Physician'sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.

V

2 “
3 “

Surgeon and -Physiclau.Office at

TNOESBURG. J. O., Dealer

1/

square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for ilrst Insertion, and 25 cents for each subse- W.
quent insertion for any period under three
6 M.

B.,

residence,I) verljsel, Mich.

XTAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer

Ono

3 M.

his

“

fumeries. Eighth

1

EST, R.

A NNI8 A BHOEK, dealers In Drugs. Medicines,
1\. Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumer- A NNIS. T. E., Physician; residence, opposite
ies, Paints and Oils, Ac. Eighth street.
rl S. W. cor. Public Square.

AL

TERMS OP ADVERTISING:

daughterswent from home
American Historical Events.

»

NO.

thousand dollars; each of the sous and

PhyileUni.
Drugs and kodlcinii.

HIM,

-

Centennial.

on Eighth street, oppositeBakker &

office-

WHOLE

2, 1876.

Store,bth street.

>

-

CIH,

H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Office,City Drug

Van Raalte.

PUBLISHED EVEBY BATUHDAY>T

HOLLAND

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

MICH.,

was

all in the

been sent

to Malta.

Subscriptions were opened on the 23d
of August, at Paris, France, for an undertaking, with a capitol of $6,0000,000,to
establish and work

a

tween Paris and New
ittent

telegraph cable be-

York.

The Govern*

has granted to M. Pouyer Quertier

the right to establish this communication.

house and furniture and no

The Great Northern Telegraph line to
making a fortune, that lie
expense. In many China and Japan, which was interrupted
instances the next generationhas appeared on July 81, is working, and communicaand began to exceed their fathers in wants tion with the East is again established.
and demands as far as he had exceeded Communicationis also complete with Aumeans

of rapidly

could not sustain the

his fathers, and the

worth after years

bubble of support of

stralia and

New

Zeeland, the cabte between

The grandfather was Java and Australia,which broke
of toil and economy ten months ago, having been repaired.

living has bursted.

six

He served in the Senate from 1847 to 1853 ....
A Savannah (Ga.) dispatchrecords the destruction by fire of Kelly’s block, four six-story
buildings.Stoddard's upper range, three fivestory buildings, Kelly’s shed and wharf, the
upper works of a schooner,and twenty-five
bides of cotton. The loss is 1200,000.

ters sailed from

New York

MICHIGAN ITEMS.

tor Scotland,the

general. The gun, which was thrown and
knocked about promiscuously, waa at last dis-

other day, under contract with John Cog hill, to

C. F» DxwBf, of Big Rapids, has begun a libel
work on the parochial buildings in Greenock.
charged, the ball entering the leg of Mrs. At
They are to receive 10 pence per hour for eight suit against C. W. Bo rat, laying damages at
mond Green and making an ugly wound. Dr.
hours a dky. One hundred and fifty more will
v
Knight, who was called, pronouncedher a
follow In a abort time.
MICHIGAN.
Geo.
Tbwuoen,
of
8^
Johns, railed 650 cripple tor life.
Tta funeral ceremonies over the body of
WASHINGTON.
burhels of flret-diaswheat on twenty-four
the late Speaker Kerr, at New Albany, Ind.,
The following is the result of the labors o
The Presidentbss mads the following public
acres, an average of nearly twenty-eight
the State Board of Equalization. This etato
on the 25th of August, were of the most imannouncementof the death of Speaker Kerr :
bushelsper acre.
pressive character.All business was susment shows the population for 1874. numb* of
It is with extreme pain that the President anReuben Tinkham,of Ovid, last week killed a
pended, and emblems of mourning fere to be
acres of land assessed in 1876, and the aggrenounces to tne people of the United States the
seen on all the public and many private build- black snake that measured nine feet and eleven
EAST.
gate of real and personal estate as equalized by
death of the Speaker of the Hons* of Representaings. Tbeoortege waa composed of the civic inches in length and pomp six or seven inohee
the Hon. Michael O. Kerr, of Indians. A
The week ending Satardey,Aug. 26, wae the tives,
Mftetiea
ofcNew
Albany
flnflneighboring cities,
man of great Intellectsalendowment*. Isrgo CulIn circumference. It had k yilloit ting around
moet proeperotu one of the PhiladelphiaExhi- ture, great probity and earnestheas in his devotion members of the diy governmentsof Louisto the public interests,has passed from the posi- ville, Jeffersonville, New Albany, and many its neck.
nal tmd.
bition. The whole number of paying visitors
tion of power and usefulness to which he had been prominentpersons from other parts of the
Ao. cf
pert, eatalr
during the week was nearly 250,000. and the recentlycalled. The body over which he had been country, tfan prooMsion being on© of th© Isrgoet The body of Simon Mandelbaum,of Detroit,
Popula- aeruof attqwtmIL
who fell overboardfrom the steamer Northwest,
cash receipt* were about 9108,000. Saturday, selectedto preside not being in session to render of the kind ever seen in that city.
Counties.
tion
land oaby Stott
1874.
rntted in
the 26th, was a 25-oent day, and the numbes^of its tributeof affectionand respect to the memory
board of
In parenanoeof the reoentorderof the Presi- while on his passage from Detroit to Cleveof the deceased, the President invitesthe people of
paid admisaionswas nearly 100,000. . .We now
^ualixotOt
the United Stetes to a solemn recognition of the dent, the following transfersof troops in the land, about three months ago, waa washed
for 1874.
bare another phase of the suit of Moulton vs.
public and private worth end tbs servicesof a pure
Beecher for alleged maflbious prosecution. and eminent character.
South have been ordered : Three companies ashore st Vermillion,O., the other night.
Alcona ........
1,214
6(51,29(5.38% 1,951,08$
Gounsel for the latter gentlemanhave applied
U. B. Grant.
of the Second infantry from the Department of
The boh of P. Schweitzer,6 years of age, Allegan .......... 22,881 614.624.00 13,00Q^0S
for a change of venue on the ground • A Washington dispatch states that the in- the Golf to the Department of the South: the
Alpena ...........
4,807
468,686.26 l,60Q,08t
that in the present conflictingstate of structionsto the Sioux Commissionappointed Sixteenthinfantry, now in Kentucky and Ten-1 While playing on the bank of the river at Sebe- Antrim ...........
3,240
244.666.73
900.008
• • • # • •
•waing,
the other day, fell in and was drowned. Baraga....;......
838,707.44
800,000
under the present act of Ooogrees are nearly nessee, to Louisiana and Mississippi ; compaBarry ............ 22,051
347.681.97 10,000,080
completed.One of the most important sub- nies A and £, Eighteenth infantry,from At- After s search of nearly three hours the body Bay .............. 24,832 •475,592.63 7.000.000
ject* of the negotiationis that represented by lanta, Ga., to Edgefield, S. C. ; company K, was found, and all that could possibly be done Benzie ...........
2.(563
177,144.721
550.000
tialiufy....Ooal
has declined about 11.50 per
Berrien .......... 35,029
the fifth clause of the instructions, and the Eighteenth infantiy, from Greenvilleto Law- to restore life was tried, but all In vain.
864.836.00 16.024.000
ton in the New York market.
Branch ......... 25,726
817.886.00 17.800.000
President is strongly impressed with the belief renoeville, & C. ; company E, Fifth artillery,
.........
36,655 439.640.00 24.000.000
Thx Holly Maguire prisoners,Mundey, Mo- that the agreement which shall be beet calcu- from Summerville, and company H, EightAugust Ewalt, of East Saginaw, the man Calhoun
Cass ............. 20,525
810.613.00 15.000.000
Geheon, Carroll, Roarity and Boyle, who were lated to enable the Indians to become self-sup- eenth infantry, from Columbia, to BlackviUe, who slashed lis wife up with a razor, a few Charlevoix .......
2,360
170,004.33
450.000
portingis one which shall provide for their re- Harwell county, 8. 0.— all to go into camp at
Cheboygan ......
3,070
815,786.47 1,200.000
recently convictedof the murder of Policeman
moval at as early a day as possible to the In- the polnta named with sixty days’ rations. . weeks since, has been held for trial at the next Chippewa........ 2,170 837.026.01
800.000
Yost, st Tamsqua,Pa., have been sentenced to dian Territory. If, however, they decline to The great celebration of the Swiss of America term of the Circuit Court, and committed to Clare ............. 1,354 313.218.68
1.000.000
death .... In tiew of the improved demand for agree to such removal, they should be in- begun in the judges’ hall at the Centennial
Clinton
..........
23,661
362,780.21 9.500.000
jail without bail The charge is assault with
Delta ............
4,741
prints, the Sprague mills, in Rhode Island and formed that they will be obligedto go to the grounds, Philadelphia,on Saturday,Aug. 26,
380.796.38
890.000
Intent to kill.
Eaton.
...........
26,907
355,863.77 11.150.000
in Maine, and the Connecticut Print Works, Missouririver to receive such supplies ae shall Gen. John A. Sutler,of California,preaiding.
Emmett
..........
1,272
96,606.81
300.000
which have been idle several weeka, will start be provided under any futnre act of Congress The exerdsee consisted of instrumental and
At Bridgeton, Newaygo county, early one Genesee .......... 34,568 895.616.57
16.650.000
np at onoe....Adispatch from Mitford,Pa., and treaties with them now in force.
vocal music, and an oration by Capt. John R.
328.261.74
morning last week, Squiers A Davenport’s saw- Gladwin .......... 1........
800.000
says that “extensive forest fires are raging in
5,849 264,091.17 1, 500,00a
The Secretary of the Treasury has concluded Millman, of Baltimore, which was replied to mill was discoveredto be in flames, too late to Grand Traverae..
the mountains on the Pennsylvania side of the
Gratiot ..........
by United States MinisterHowe, of Wisconsin.
18,886 846.998.00 '2.500,000
Delaware river, near Pond Eddy. A vast the contract for the sale of 9300,000,000 In the evening the delegates proceeded to the save the mill. The loss is about $6,000; no Hillsdale ......... 81,666 375.861.00 20.025.000
amount of valuable timber-landhas been 4% per cent, bonds to be issued under the Schnetsen pan, at the falls of the SohuylkiU, insurance. By desperateand determined work Houghton ....... 19,030 293.849.69 1,100,000
Huron ..........
11,964 460.664.00 2.500.000
burned over and the timber destroyed. The funding acts of 1870 and 1871, and due In 1891. where a banquet was given. Sunday the celeIngham ..........
29,193 833.959.39 13.000.000
the men saved the lumber in the yard.
people are fighting the fire day and night. n.
.
The combinationunites the three parties who bration was continued at Schuetzen park, when
Ionia ...........
28,376
359.725.00 14.000.008
The American Hosiery mills, at Amsterdam,N.
At Detroit, a few nights since, Frederick Iosco, ••••* •••*••
have been competing for the loan. The amdunt an interesting programme was given.
4,782
231,743.72 1,000.000
Y., have been destroyed by fire. Loss, $80,000.
Isabella
..........
6,059
340.175.00 1. 690.000
taken by each firm is $40,000,000at par and
It is stated from Washington that “Gen. Seigel threw a stick at Samuel Pritchardand
lalo Royal (no reinterest, lees X per cent, commission, ont of
THE WEST.
Sherman Is of opinion that the Sionx are tired Pritchard died less than an hour afterward. port) ........... ee ......
100,000
which all expenses are to be defrayed,includJackaon ..........
433,055.00; 26.250.000
The followingorder has been sent to nearly ing the preparationand delivery of the bonds. of fighting, and are ready to make terms. Sit- They were employed at Moffatt’s mills, where Kalamazoo....... 37,988
32,284
350.605.00 23.000.000
....Emory Storre,of Chicago, has been re- ting Bull’s not making any effort to prevent a Pritchardhad been an engineerfor a dozen Kalaaka .......... 1,269 565,882.57' 1.609.000
all the Indian agencies by the Commissonerof
tained to defend Gen. Babcock in the approach- junctionbetween Terry and Crook is an indicayears. Beige), who waa the offending party, Kent ............. 62,671 530.722.281 31.090.000
Indian Affairs : “ You are advised that all sales
Keweenaw ........
6,415
ing trial for complicityin the safe-burglary tion to him that he is not going to fight any
191.547.58
800.009
has
fled.
Lake .............
of arms or ammunition to either whites or conspiracy.
1.813 323.956.91 1,000,000
more, bnt is now ready to make the best terms
Lapeer ........... 25.140 412,273.97 6.240.000
Indians by parties holding licenses as Indian
Mr. J. B. Fenton, of Flint, has furnishedhis Leelanaw .........
DirectorLisderman,of the United States possible.”
•5,341
157,484.77
600,000
FOREIGN.
traders issued by this officemust be stopped
48,084
468,18900 27.000.000
new house with plate-glass of such exceeding Lenawee ..........
Mint, reports that all the mints are now runinstantly. You will so notify your traders, and
Livingston
.......
90,829
866.185.59 14.000.000
A London dispatchof Aug. 23 says: “A transparency that, to the unpraoticedeye of
will be vigilant in seeing that no violation of ning on subsidiarysilver coins to their full
Mackinac ........
1,496
194.971.00
800,000
special
from
the
Bucharest
correspondent
of
Macomb
.........
28,306
this order is allowed. If an instance of such capacitv, and that the monthly coinage of sil299.008.00 14,050,006
the birds that disportthemselves in the neighManistee
.........
8,471
269.348.00
2,000,000
violation occurs, you will revoke the license of ver will be about 92,500,000. Since the pas- the Daily Mws, who accompanied Schuyler in
borhood, it is quite invisible, and Mr. Fenton Mam ton .........
657
34,466.25
100,000
the offendingparty, and report the case to this sage of the silver act the amount of fractional his tour of investigation, says Baring’s report
Marquette
.......
21,946
1,164,635.61
4.000.000
has picked up no less than fourteen feathered
office for furtheraction.”
currency presented for redemption has steadily of the sixty villages burned and 12,000 persons
Mason ...........
5,361
265.188.00 2.000.000
Adviois from Bismarck to Aug. 24 furnish fallen off. At first the daily average presented killed by the Turks iu Bulgaria does not in- songsterswhich have killed themselves by fly- Mecosta .........
9,132
853.498.26 2.500.000
3,490
for redemption was nearly 9100,000. In July dude the outrages committedin the district ing against the windows. Among them waa a Menominee ......
625,120.03 1.800.000
the followingitems of frontier news : A white
Midland .........
5,306
315,62600
it was $05, OX) : and the Treasurer estimates north of the Balkans, nor in the district of
1.500.000
scout named Burke has arrived from the that in September it will fall below $60,000. Sophia. Forty villages were burned north of beautiful canary.
Missaukee .....
606
287,838.10 1.025.000
Monroe .......... 30,111
347,447.81|
9.500.000
mouth, of the Roeebud with dispatches. Gens. The Philadelphia Mint alone can supply the Balkans and seventysouth. Schuyler has
The Eleventh Annual Exhibitionof the Cen- Montcalm ........ 20,1(15 434.493.00] 4.500.000
enough
small
coin
to
meet
this
demand.
not
completed
his
investigation,
bnt
he
estiCrook and Terry, after making a juncture and
285.588.281
4.000.000
tral Michigan AgriculturalSocietywill be held Muskegon ...... 19,375
Newaygo.. ......
8,758
The Secretary of the Treasury has ordered mates the number of killed at 60,000 in the
517.779.00 2.200.000
followingup the main Indian trail, left their
on
their
grounds
in
Lansing,
Oct.
3,
4,
5
and
Oakland _________ 38,082
536,514.00' 26,260,000
wagons, tents, etc., took thirty-sevencompa- that the PrintingBureau be hereafter closed to district of Philippopolisalone. The regular
8,360
324.033.00 2.500.000
troops are more cruel than the Bashi Bazouks. 6. Several thousanddollarshave been ex- Oceana ..........
nies of cavalry and eight of infantry,and were
visitors.
bb...
300.671.42i
800,000
Schuyler thinks there is immediatedanger of pended this season in the erection of new
making forced marches, expecting to overtake
2.406
Ontonagon .......
388.610.50
700.000
The new 4>^ per cent loan bonds are now additional massacres.He will suggest to his
the Indians before the reached the YellowOsceola
..........
6,210
340
965.78|
2.000.000
bnildings, and the accommodationsoffered to
stone river. Night before last
large’ being prepared by the Treasury department Governmentthe following measures: The
........
275.418.26
650.000
war party of Sioux appeared on the They will be of the denominationsof $50, hanging of the four leadersin these atrodties, exhibitors will be as good as afforded by the Ottawa .......... 29,929 348,649.731 7.500.000
the disarming of the Mussulmen,and the re- State Society.
Presque Isle .....
1,615
22-2,076.561
750.000
opposite bank Of the river from BerRoscommon ..... ........ 273,730.5!'!
750.000
thold agency and demanded supplies. Up- 9100, 9500, $1,000, $5,000, and $10,000. ' In- buildingof the burnt villages at Government
A fire at Banks, Bay county, early one morn- Saginaw .........
48,409
604,679.61
16,000,000
on being refused they opened a fire, which tereetwillbe payable quarterly on the first expense.
Sanilac .......... 16,292
650.587.001
3, "50,000
lasted about fifteen minutes. They then with- days of December, March, Jane, and SeptemThe soundings for the Channel tunnel to ing last week, destroyed two dwelling-houses Schoolcraft ......
1,29)
636.174.42!
800.000
ber.
They
will
be
free
from
taxation
of
all
drew and struck,south toward Fort Lincoln.
connect England and France have been com- and most of their contents. One house was Shiawassee ...... 31,773 337,888.00; 9.250.000
kinds;
principal and interestwill be paid in
St. Clair ......... 40,688
484,953.61 8,250,009
A large party of Black Hillers, which left Bispleted. The engineers report the result as the property of a man named Lambert, and St. Joeeph ....... 25,908 3(7,267.00 18,025,000
marck a few days ago for the Hills, and which coin, and these conditionswill be set forth on
was
worth
9400
and
the
furniture
$100
;
insurTuscola .......... 16,998 494 580.00 4.000.000
has been unable to break its camp, four miles their face. The bonds first to be called for re- very satisfactory.... A Belgrade telegram to
Van Buren ....... 29,156 388,663.76 11,000,000
from Lincoln, owing to heavy rains, was at- demption in 4k per cent, bonds are the five- the London Timet, dated Aug. 26, says it is ance, $200. The other house was known as the
Washtenaw ...... 38,723 436.007.58 30.000.00*
twentiesof 1865, interest on which is now paytacked Sunday night, and lost seven horses.
.
“almost certain that the war is about at an Sand Hill building, and waa valued at 81,200. Wayne ......... 144,903 368,398.00 97.000.009
able
in
May
and
November,
and
of
which
there
The question of separating the city of St
end. The Servians are ignorantof the fact It bad been a notoriousdive for years, and that Wexford ......... 8,011 819.104.60 1.000.000
Louis from the county of that name has been are now oatstanding$150,558,650.
that their Government is suing for
localityis well rid of its presence.
Totals .......... 1,334,031
defeated by a vote of the people.
The WashingtonMonument Society, which,

<$ifs iftEtM,

HOLLAND Cm,

910,000.
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James Mubpht, a boy of 15 years, was hung under a charter from Congressnow holds posat Dayton, Ohio, on Friday of last week, for session of the unfinishedshaft in this city, and
the murder of William Dawson, in September, everything relating to it, held a meeting the
1875. When the trap was sprung the first other day to consider the appropriation of
$200,000 by Congress at its late session and
time the rope broke and the criminal fell to the
the conditionsimposed by that law. The sofloor. It was at first thought that his neck was
ciety decided to give a deed of transfer to the
broken, but it proved otherwise, and in
Government reunquishing possession of the
three minntee’ time the prisoner was a second
monument and its snrronndings,and drew and
time walked up^n the death trap. The rope
signed the doenmentto that end. The monuwas then doubled, and' in an instant he was ment has thus far cost about $2.0,000,and is
dangling in the air and making a desperate
only a third finished.
struggle for life, but after a few contortions

peace. The news of TchemayefTs victory
is spreading like wildfire,and there is

great rejoicing. Success at this time is unfortunate, as it will be made use of by the war
party, but it may help Servia to secure better
terms.” ____ The steamship C. F. French, bonnd
from New York to Antwerp, was recentiydestroyedby fire on the coast of Holland. Total
loss in vessel and cargo estimated at $400,000.

At Battle Creek, last Sunday, Philetus Swarts
•Except Bangor; acre* not reported for ftst
township.
flood-gates near Wallace’s woolen mills, which
(1) Attached to Antrim. (n) Part of HoughlSB.
(1) Attached to Midland, (bb) Part of Iobco.
contained a small piece of paper upon which
(er) Part of Keweenaw.
the followingnote waa written :
Detroit Price* Current.
“Committed suicide at the head gates in
Wheat, white, perbu ...... ....... $ 1 05 <3 1 08
Battle Creek, Ang. 6, 1876, with a stone tied to
found a tightly-corked
bottle in the race at the

A DANiiERous conspiracyagainst the existing
Wheat, amber, per bu ...............1 04 <<i. 1 07
50
Governmentwas recently discoveredat Pam- my neck. The finder will please give this to Corn, perbu ....................... 45
Oat*, per bu .......................
2f (4 32
Marse,
Chief
of Police. A man from Kalamapeluua,Spain. Two sergeantsof the Spanish
Barley, per 100 lbs .................1 00 @ 1 45
Z. A. IT.”
Rye, per bu ........................ 50 (4 55
army were found guilty of high treason,and
The officers concluded that it was a hoax, Apples, per brl ....................1 00 ® 1 25
immediately shot. Some disturbancesoccurred
his Umbe settled and the boy's sonl had fled ...
POLITICAL.
Beans, unploked, per bu ...........50 (4 60
at
San
Sebastian,
but
were
at
once
repressed,
Dispatches from the army operatingagainst
and no search has been instituted.
Beans, picked, per bu ..............80
84
The
Kansas
Democrats
have
n emulated John
Butter, per lb ...................... 17 <4 it
the Sioux Indians seem to leave little doubt
A London dispatchsays Mr. Schnyler’spreThe
Michigan State law which suspends the Beeswax,per lb ....................
28 id 30
that active field operations are about over for Martin, of Topeka, for Governor....The Reliminaryreport of his investigationinto the
traffic in liquors on Sundays has, accordingto Dried apples, per lb ........ ........ 7)$(4 8
the season, and that the campaign will end publicanState convention of New York met at
Eggs, per doz ......................
9 Of, 10
outragesin Bulgaria, addressed to the Minister
without inflictingany direct punishmentupon
a report made to the Council of Detroit, Hops, per lb ......................
3 r<ii 10
Saratoga, last week, and nominated the followthe savages for the butchery of Custer and
of the United States at Constantinople,fully
10 uO (j*12 0C
worked well in that city. It orders all saloons Hay, timothy, per ton ..............
ing ticket : Governor, E. D. Morgan ; Lieuconfirmsthe worst that has been told of the
his men. Gen. Miles, at last accounts,was enHay, mixed, per ton ..............8 00 <4900
gaged in constructingwinter quarters for a regiatrocitiee.Mr. Schuyler found that ranch of to shut up at 11 o’clock every night, and to re- Hay, marsh, per ton.- ..............6 00 (4 7 00
7 00 (4 8 u*
the slaughterwas done by the regular Turkish main closed daring Sunday. From 1871 to Htraw, perton ......
ment or two at the junction or the Tongue river
tpem
Potatoes,new, per bu. ............. 80 <4 85
with the Yellowstone,and it was consideredpossoldiers, and he denonnees the report of the
1874 the number of cases of drunkenness and
State Prison Inspector,Charles T. Trobridee
Honey, comb, per 11)..,,, ..........18 <4 10
sible that he might pick np a fight with a portion,
Turkish Commissionerconcerning these outChickens, per pair .............
80 <4 55
Electors at Large, Abraham X. Parkei and Wm.
at least,of the wild bands who are supposed to
rages as a mass of falsehoods.He declares breach of the peace brought before the police
Chickens, dreseed, per lb .........10 (4 II
H. Seward.
courts
of
Detroit
increased
from
2,009
to
3,141.
be pushing toward the Canadian border. But the
that sixty-five villageswere burned in these
Turkeys, live, per lb ..............10 <4 11
Hon. G. A Finklenbero has withdrawn his districts,and 15,000 men, women, and children In 1875 they fell to 2,215, and in the first six Tallow, per lb ............ ....... 7 <4 7^
probability of anything of thin kind is slight
The pursuit of the principal trails of the savage declination of the Republican nomination for
p
Hides, per lb ......................
5 <4 6
months of 1876 to 930. The diminntion of the Pelts,
each ......................
30 <4 1 24
hosts had failed, though further effort* were to
Governor of Missouri, and consented to make
Monday morning cases has reached 70 per Wool, unwashed,per lb ............ 18 <4 21
be made to run down some of the bands. If
Lost Jewels.
Wool, fleece waaned,per ........ 28 u* 39
these do not succeed,Terry's force will turn the race .... The Republicans of Tennessee, at
cent.
Wool, combing,per ............. 83 <4 35
their facee eastward,leavinfr a strong garrison their State convention at Nashville, last week,
London correspondentwrites
The Commissioner of Railroadsof Michigan Wood, soft, per cord .............3 25 <4 4 50
at the Tongue river post while Crook, it is un- reeolved to make no nomination for Governor. Since the grand entertainment given to
Wood, beech and maple, per cord. . 4 75 <4 5 08
has just published his fourth annual report,
derstood,will follow the trails leading to the ....Hon. Frank Hard has been renominated
Wood, hickory, per cord ........... 5 75 <4 * 98
the Prince of Wales at the Guildhallof
covering the year 1875. The report contains
agenciee, beat up the campe of the predatory
the
city
of
London,
the
full
effect*
of
bands who infeet the Black Hills roads, and
few items of interest. The gross annual earnTHE MARKETS.
that moet beautiful crush have come to
move generallysouthward in the directionof
Fettermaiu The cut-threatsavoges who left ticket: Governor, Joseph Cummings, D. D., light Lessee of jewels were plentiful, ings of the several lines operated in the State
NEW YORK.
a decrease from the prethe agencieeare supposed to be all, or nearly late President of the Wesleyan University; indeed they were rather the rule than were $41,085,220.54,
Beeves ............................
6 50 $10 25
Lieutenant
Governor,
Rogers
; Secretary
all at home again, or on their way thither,
The Commissioner Hogs ..... ........................C 75 <4 8 00
the exception. Among other things I vious year of $4,813,679.10.
of
State,
R.
P.
Cowles
;
Comptroller,
John
A.
while Bitting Bull and the untameablee will get
Cotton ........................... 12 <4
says last year was the moet severe in its reout of the way northward by the best route* Rockwell ; Treasurer,M. A. Dean. Presiden- hear that the Dnohess of Manchester
Floub— SuperfineWestern ....... 3 50 (4 4 15
tial Electors were also nominated.
open to them.
lost one ear-ring of the value of £1,200, sults to the Michigan railroad interests of any Wheat— No. 2 Chicago, New ........ <41 0*y
50
The Republicans of the new State of Colo- and had not heard or seen anything of it through which they have yet passed. For the Cobh— Mixed Western .............64
At a Republican meeting in Raymond, MontOats— No. 2 Chicago, New ......... 38 <4 41#
gomery county,Kan., a few evenings ago, a rado held their conventionat Denver, last since. Another lady had the pleasure of first time in the history of these railroads, the Rye— Western ..................... 68 <4 76
Poax-New Mess ..................@17 74
keg of powder accidentallyexploded while week. John L. Routt was nominated for Gov- seeing her diamond comb, valued at operatingexpenses,interest and rental have Larb— Steam ...................... 10 <4 WV
ernor,
Lafayette
Head
for
Lieutenant
Gover£5,400,
trodden
into
the
dust
beneath
exceeded
their
gross
earnings,
and
this
has
firing a salute, and John Banze was instantly
CHICAGO.
the feet of the dancers without being resulted not from a decrease of business,but Beeves— Choice Graded Bteers.... 5 00 <4 5 24
killed, and Joeeph Dodson, James Sharp, and nor, and James Belford for Congress.
Choice Natives .......... 4 75 <4 4 90
SylvesterKeeslinger mortally wounded! On
able to get sufficientlynear to rescue it from the very low rates accepted for the busiGENERAL.
Cowa and Heifers ........ 2 75 @ 3 74
the same day Mrs. laeender and Mrs. Wright
from destruction. A curious discovery ness done.
. Good aecend-olaaaSteen. 4 75 @ 4 94
-were thrown out of a buggy while riding in
It is stated from Washingtonthat, under inMedium to Fair ..........4 15 <4 4 64
was made in sweeping the hall after the
Loulsburg, Kan., and filled....A ehocking
Mason county has six townships about fifteen
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tragedy was recently enacted near Greenfield,
Ind. A man named Jeremiah Reedy had a fight
with his bis son James, which ended in
the father killing the son. The young man
was lying on the floor, when the old man commenced striking him with a buggy whip. Some
words ensued, when they got into the front
yard, when a desperate encounter took plis»<
the old man striking his son on the head with
, the edge of a sharp ax, inflicting a ghastly
wound, from the effects of which he died in
about two hours. As usual in such cases,
whisky was the cause of the difficulty.

A oemtleman who

recently arrived in St.

Paul from Winnipeg says that a prominent fur
dealer of the latter city has just closed a con-

structions from the Attorney General,all pending whisky prosecutionsare to be taken np

ago,

Lady Dud-

and

disposed of at the next terms of the courts
having them in charge.

The Canadian Government has

lonths
dance. Some months

decided to

allow American vessels the free navigationof
Canadian waters for the remainder of the season.... A dispatch from Ottawa, Canada, says
that “the Sionx now on the war-path against
the United States not long ago sent presentsof

tobacco to the Blackfeet,and requested the
latter to join them. The Canadian Indians replied that they would keep peace, but would
not join them in fighting. The Sionx sent a,
message in retain that, when tl ey had finished
with the Americans, they would cross over and
capturethe Blackfoot country."

.Nct with SittingBull for 25,000 pounds of
rifle powder, to be delivered in five-pound
The Cape May Conference, composed of delpackages, to be paid in fore daring the coming
egates of the two great bodies of Methodists,
winter. This seems to indicate that Sitting
Bull contemplates an aggressive spring cam- the Churches North and South, have'oome to an
paign. To confirmthis idea, it is rumored that understandingon the questionof union. The

Hoag-Live ..... ..................6 15 (4 6 40
miles east of Ludington, which only a short FLOUB-FancyWhite Winter ...... 6 75 <4 7
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time since constitutedan Indian reservation. Wheat— No. 2,New ...............
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3,000 brave* have been detailed by Bitting Bull
to hunt buffalo in the far west for a supply of
provisions.
,

. THE SOUTH

A sebioub accident occurred

pamenger train on

the

New

to a

Church

will

thus signalizethe centennial year

by the grand coi&ammation which has tor
years been devoutlywished and labored for.

The Sapreme Ledge

of the World of

Knights

south-bound of Pythias have just held their annual session
Jackson in Philadelphia.The total membershipis now

Orleans and

railroad, eight miles south of Jackson, Miss.,
a few nights ago. A bridge gave way,

making

aoonmletowreck of the train. Four persons
were grilled and sixteenwounded-fivoor sk

fsriously.

v

Hoa. Joseph R. Uhdebwood, ex-8enatorof
the United States from Kentucky, died recently
at Bowling Green, in that State, aged 86 yean.
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@

of that place, became engaged in a dispute,
lasts from May 21 to July 2, without in- which became so earnest that Almond ordered
O. D. Lucas, Missouri, a P.; J. Dowdell* Ohio,’
terruption; and at Spitzbergen the his brother from the. house. John refusingto
hortest day is 8}
* go, was threatened with a loaded rifle. This
At New York the longest day, June frightenedthe wives of the brothers who were
hompeon, District of Columbia, k O.’g!' W* 20, has 14 hours and 56 minutes;
witnessing the scene, and each lady took up
On hundred and fifty masons and tone-cut- Montreal, 15} hours.
the cause of her husband, and the fight became

At Wardnuys, in Norway, the day

hours.

v
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10*
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ent appeared.
Among the people of this settlementis an ex- Cobn— Western Mixed .............42#| 40
ft*
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The Length of Days.
members of the tribe that he is 130 yean of Pobk— Mesa ...... ...........
4- (<117 00
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At London, Eng., and at Bremen, age. This statement is disoredited somewhat,
Hoot ......
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........ 0 76 @0 40
Prussia, the longest day has 16} hours. as an instanceof unreliableaboriginal mathe..........
-aLWiitkii
“
At Stockholm, in Sweden, the longest matics, bnt there are good reasons for considWhrat— No. 1 .....................
. ® 1
day has 18} hoars.
ering him 106 years old, and perhaps more.
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99#
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“THOSE CHRISTIAN DOWS.”

way
THE DEAD SPEAKER.
ance of his duty. He has thick rods for
SOME (JIANT8.
about
HorribleAtrocitle*by the Fiendish Turks
The; Death of,;Mlchael O. ;Kerr-Scene the older and more obstinate children of
the door of one of the houses in which
In Serrla.
his constituency, and thin, pliable, A Couple That the Fashionable Hotel*
at His Bedside In the Hoar of Death.
Cannot Accommodate.
there was a group of women and chil[lielgrtdeOor. New York Times.]
tingling
rods for those whose cuticle is
A correspondentof the New York
[From the Rocheeter Express.]
dren,
with
here
and
there
an
old
man
There are consuls from England and
2ribune sends to that journal from sensitive. He lately sued a father for
There is on exhibitionin a store on
Trance and Russia at Philippopoli,and all the able-bodiedmen are away to the
the sum of $3.10, which represents just
State
street, in this city, perhaps the
war. On the settle under the projecting
thirty-onethrashingsin a single family.
noon’s ride, I yesterday found my
into a little village

on the

slope,

—

SSJESArX'SS

•ntrages are perpetrated at Khaskoye
and Tehirpan in tno vilayet of Adrian- years old standing by her side; and
•ple. In Tirnova, Rahova, Sofia and around them the people had formed a
Plulippopoli twenty»seven unarmed semi-circle, and were looking on with ft
dtiiens were shot down in the public strange concerned patience of silence.
•beets during the week immediately fol- The woman, too, was silent; she sat
lowing the declaration of war. On the there in an apathetic revery of despond
12th of July eight merchants of the ency, with her eyes on the ground, and
neighboring village of Koprishtza were one arm round the boy. One of the
executed at Sofia. 1 On the same day, at women whispered something to my ooi
Tatar-Bazadjik,
a town of 18,000 inhab- panion, a Servian officer, whose fa
habitants, two popes, or Bulgarian flushed, and whose month set sternly at
priests, were hanged, in their vestments, the slow recital. Dismounting, he apupon the bridge across the Maritza,and proached the woman, and, speaking to
ten peasantsat the corners of the streets her, startled her from her abstraction.
is, the Christian quarter. Not even the As he spoke, at first she was asleep
mockery of a trial was pretended to in seemingly and indifferent ; her aspect
»y of these cases, which were the un- was ttyit of one with no interest in anyauthorized but unpunished acts of the thing. But, at length, she kindled,and
Circassian irregulars. On the 11th of with flashing volubility poured forth the
July, a female teacher,aged 17, a for- terrible story of her wrongs, which my
mer pupil of the ProtestantMissionary compa^on hurriedly and by scraps

most remarkable oonple in the world— a
giants in
ThrtUlng Romance of the Ball Field. stature. They are Mr. and Mrs. M. Y.
Chap. L—“ This, then, Miss Bangs, Bates, whose home is now in Seville,
is your final answer l" “Irrevocably Medina county, Ohio. They are each
7 feet 111 inches in height, the husband
so," was the proud reply.
Chap. II.— They make ft pretty pic- weighing 478 pounds, while the wife
ture standing in the doorway of ner weighs 418 pounds. TOe common-sized
father’s mansion; he, the Captain of the visitor,when placed between them, feels
Melon Stealers, tall and strong in limb, very much as Gulliver must have felt
and the hero of his little first base in when he fell among the giants.
Mr., or Captain Bates, as he is called,
many a hot contested game. She, the
daughter of the banker who had wagered is a finely-proportionedman, of ruddy,
the entire assets of the bank and deposits healthy-lookingcomplexion, straight and
of many a poor man on the return game military-looking in his regimentals. His
between the Moth Eradicators and the immense stature is not so noticeable as
home club on the following day. Our that of his wife, who seems almost awkhero’s answer came hpt and quick: ward somehow on account of her length,
11 Then," cried he, “to-morrow’s setting she being actually taller for a woman
sun will shine upon the beggar daughter than he is .for a man. They are eviof a ruined man. It rests with me to dently people who, if not so wonderthrow the game on which your proud fully tall, would be considered common-

man and woman ^who are

During the past we*h or two of his
illness his sufferings

nave been

intense,

and all efforts to find him relief have
been almost wholly, unavailing. On
Thursday last he telegraphed his twin
brother at TitusviDe, Pa., saying :
“ The end pf my lifeis near at hand. I
suffer the most Intense agony. I send
my last love to you and yours." He
bore his pain with great fortitude, but
frequently expressed fears that his last
hours would be aooompanied with great
physical anguish. But these fears of intense sufferingat the close of life were
not realized. The last half hour in
whioh he lived was passed in peace.
Near his bedside in these momenta
were bis weeping wife and son. Mr.
White and Mr. Scudder, his secretaries,
and 8. S. Cox and wife. Montgomery
Blair, who has been with him during
father’s wealth is staked. You have to- place.
the largef part of his illness, contribThey are intelligent,however, and the
night settled your own fate. So be it.
School, was arrested at Panagurttch and
uted much to give' tiie dying Speaker Good night;” and turning himself seven lady especially feels the awkwardnessof
Delicacy,after all, is a relative term,
brought to trial atTatar-Bazadjikon the
what little comfort was possiblein his times round on his heel, at the same her position as the object of the curiosity
n 'Englishwoman, if she oouldhave
charge of corresponding with the insurlast
' 1
time boring a large hole in the hall car- and open-mouthedwonder of the multigents. She was, of course, condemned, brought herself at all to tell the shameThough the end has been gradually pet, Mose Pita Allen was gone.
tude. In an interesting, conversation
and, after being submitted to every out- ful stoiy of outrage and indigtirtywhich
approaching for many days it was eviChap. III. — Prominent among the with our reporter, she showed openly
rage, was crueifled on the highway. On this miserable creature had to recount
dently more near at 4 o’clock yesterday
immense crowd assembled on the her dislike of the life she is leading, and
tbe 18th of July, another girl, thr beauty herself, would have.spoken of her degafternoon than ever before. He sank grounds is the pale face of Amelia Bangs. her longing to return to her home in
radation
and
its
details
with
trembling
of Plevno, was sold in the baaaarof that
for a moment into an apparently untown ter fifteenTurkish poundd. Hordes lip and rffl^pt^eyo. Not siqaly the conscious condition,his breath became The Moth Eradicate rs are at the bat on Ohio. Their home, by the way. was
of Tartars, Bashi-Bazouksand Circas- less did this. Selave woman quiver with short and weak and his pain seemed the last half of the ninth inning, with one built and furnished especially for
two men out and one man on the third, them. The ceilings are 12} feet high,
sians sweep through the country devas- the agdiiipW .her involuntarydegradagreater. But he rallied and recognized and the score stands 53 to 53. “Will and no doorway is less than 8-t feet high.
tating all around theih, and carrying tion became qhe told us of It— here behis friends, and at times the word
Of course they find the hotel accommoaway all the most beautiful boys and fore the people— with shrill voice and “suffocation” could be heard from that man get in ?" is the breathless quesdations unsuitable to them wherever
tion
whioh
pervades
the
soene.
Mose
flashing
volubility
of
utterance.
The
girls for the harems of the Turkish dighis lips. His pulse became weaker
Fitz Allen, standing on the first base, they £0| bs the doorwftys (ire bo low &nd
to which she had been
nitaries. Over 100 hitherto prosperous personal/outrages
he pressed the hands of Mr. Blair and mutters, “ Now for revenge I Now do I the beds so short.
villages are in ashes, and whole prov- subjected cannot be written down in
Mr. Cox, saying to Mr. Cox, “Good-by, give the thing away I Ah I" and his face
One of the strangest facte about their
inces, once the source of its greatest their horrible circumstantiality; but you
dear friend ; God bless you." flia limbs
was
distorted
with
passion
Uko
a mud- history is that they were the children of
may
realize
bow
the
recital
thrilled
her
revenue to the Government, are now
became cold, but his breathing in a mo- ball dried in the sun. “ Two strikes l” common people. Mrs. Bates’ father
lying waste and desolate. The popula- audience, if you recall the shuddering
ment seemed strongerand by 6 o’clock yells the umpire. The batter must hit was only 5 feet 4 inches in height,
tions are dying of hunger, and thou- spasm that vibrated through England
his pulse beat with its former force, and
it next time. He does hit it, and a fly while her mother was only a commonsands of once wealthy citizens are beg- when the earliest tidings, happily in one
it was evident that with great fortitude
ging their bread, barefooted, in the item of atrocity which they comprised he was making another exertion to re- mounts and descends beautifully to sized woman. Her brothers and sisters
Mose. “Take it Mose,” goes out from are of no remarkable height Capt
atreets of Philippopoli.The prisons not true, reached up of the opening
cover strength. One hour later, Dr. the throat of Banker Bangs and hun- Bates’ father was 6 feet 2 inches in
scenes
of
the
Indian
mutiny.
Her
cotare crammed with Bulgarians,in such
Pope, who was sitting at his bedside
numbers that they die for want of air, tage had been burnt before her eyes; of conversingat times with Mrs. Kerr, dreds of his friends. “ Not if Mose is height— a tall man, but a dwarf comthoroughly acquainted with himself,"is pared with his son. Bates is now 29
•and their piteous cries for mercy are three children she had seen one, her
spoke to the dying man, asking if he his low response, and the ball passes years of iige. He is a native of Letcher
baby,
tossed
about
from
soldier
to
solheard distinctlyduring the silence of
suffered any pain. He turned his head
through his hands and the man on third county, Kentucky. His wife is a Nova
dier, and then flung into the flames; of
as if to answer “No,” when Dr. Pope goes home. Score, 54 to 53.
Scotian, 27 years of age. They were
Everywhere the Turks are preaching the second she knew nothing; the third, again spoke saying, “ Do you feel easier
married in London, England, while
Chap.
IV.—
Two
months
later
finds
the extermination of “those Christian the lad who was now with her, had made
now?” to which he nodded his head. Amelia Bangs taking in plain sewing, travelingin that country on exhibition.
his
escape
timeously,
and
joined
her,
dogs who have forced them to leave their
His eyes turned to the ceiling and re- her father the janitor of the Old Exquiet life to fight against the enemies of from out the cover of a wood, after she
mained there steadily, his breathing the change, and Mose, though somewhat
Clearing Land with Dynamite.
Allah.” Between Ak-Polanka and the had been allowed to drag herself away
while being natural and regular again. troubled in mind, still takes his beer.—
Experience
at clearing lands, both in
from
the
scene
of
deviltry.
Her
relaServian frontier not one village has been
It was now past 7 o’clock, and the sun, Oil City Derrick.
removing stumps and boulders with
left standing. At Posavina, on the tives lived, she said, in one of the hamwhich was rapidly approaching the
dynamite, in Scotland, has proved sucSave, eveir Christian district has been lets of the Golubinge upland, and she
western hills, threw its light upon the
Sad
Sights
In
Servian
Hospitals.
cessful. The followingaccount is given
had
tramped
thus
far
on
her
way
to
abandonedby itf population,which has
scene. The breathing became fainter.
Passing beyond the crowd and the of a late trial in an Edinburgh paper:
fled for protectionto the Servian camps. shelter herself among them. Her husIt was evident the dying hour had come.
A spadeful of earth was removed from
On the battle-fields where the Turks band had left for the army since the The farewells were exchanged, Mr. Kerr shops, I come upon large gardens, carelessly terded, but ablaze with color— the side of a stump, and a hole driven
earliest
days
of
the
war,
and
she
knew
have been successful all the wounded
being able to speak only in a whisper.
small paddocks of maize, and little beds into the stump with a crowbar. Into this
have been mutilated, and by a refine- nothing of his whereabouts. '
His eyes were fixed upon the ceiling and
OUTRAGES IN BOSNIA.
of tobacco. In each green and shady hole a cartridge of dynamite was pressed
ment of cruelty have been left to die in
became more steady in their gaze ; the compound stand a number of sheds and by means of a wooden ramrod, then a
A telegram' from Vienna to the Couragony, with their eyes dug out, their lips,
sun sank from view and his spirit was
erections, built with the extravagance detonatingpercussioucap, with a Blacknoses and ears cut away. Not only do rier de France says that massacres have
away.
of room which tells that land has little ford’s fuse attached, was squeezed into
the irregulars, but the Nizams and the been commited by the Turks in Bosnia.
In his last hours Mr. Kerr expressed
value. The cottage, neat enough, white- a small cartridge or primer of dynamite,
Bedifs, participate in these atrocities, In the villages of Pervan and Timar 300
a complete resignationto his coming washed, glazed, grated, and roofed and inserted into the hole in me trunk
Christians
were
drowned
after
being
and weeping women tell you how their
death. With Mr. Cox he conversed with ruddy tiles, occupies the midst, in contact with the charge. The hole
innocent babes have been tossed into the tortured. At Pavics twelve women were
freely about the future world and its exwell back from the highway, and ap- was tilled up with loose earth, about a
air by these ruffians,to be impaled upon cut to pieces and thrown to the dogs. At
pectations with great calmness. His
Ratklovo
sixty
children
were
stoned
by
proached through luxuriant weeds and foot-length of the fuse being left bare.
the points of their yataghans. Through
hopes were based upon the life he had
flowers. A huge sentry stands at nearly A match was next applied to the fuse,
fee whole valley of the Nisharva, in the •he Turks, led by one Fechim Effendi,
endeavored to lead, and in conversation
every gate, and overhead waves the red and sufficient time was taken for the
vicinity of Nisha, not a priest or Chrm- to avenge a relation of Maj. Stocsvics
with his son he impressedupon his cross banner. I enter without difficulty, powder to reach the percussion cap, to
tian preacher has been spared to perform Bey, killed at Beilina. At Sokolovo 180
mind the views he had himself enter- asking for the doctor. A bright little allow the operativesto retire to a safe
religious service at the funerals of the young girls taken from the neighboring
tained of life and its responsibilities.
lady, who looks the ideal of a nurse, distance. When the explosionoccurred
villages were penned in a field, and after
bustling, scolding, laughing, and quick the trunk was literallyblown oit of the
Nor are these and similar atrocities the prettiest had been pioked out for
Mr. Kerr’s Life and Public Services.
ground, some of the* fragments, weighas a fay, runs out to ask my wishes.
confinedto the provinces in the neigh- the harems of Fechim and Stocsvics, the
[From the New lorn Times.]
ing nearly twenty pounds, being thrown
The
Herr
Doctor
is
up
the
road
someborhood of the theater of war. It is the others were abandoned to the soldiery,
Mr. Kerr was born near Titusville,
aame thing along the Black sea coast. and were violated and murdered. At Pa., March 16, 1827. He was chiefly where, and I pass on, with a pitying to a distance of over a hundred yards.
AtNevrokop eighty young men were Maidan the Christianpopulation assem- self-educated,but studied at several glance for those convalescents,clothed The destruction of the stump was comaaied on the 20th of July and sold as bled at market were massacred by a academies, finally graduating with the only in a shirt, who crouch ou the veran- plete. In breaking np die bowlder
•laves in the adjoining villages. The fanatical mob led by Hadji Omer Ef- degree of Bachelor of Arts, at the Louis- dah or totter down the steps. All about stones, the dynamite was simply placed
whole population of Burgas was dis- fendi and another functionary named ville University, in 1851. In early man- the entrance, filthy rags and bandages on top of the stone, covered with wet
armed, even of its scythes and reaping Ibrahim Kurnsovics Aga. The victims hood he supported himself by teaching are lying in the sun. They bristle with sand, aud fixed with the fuse in the ordibooks; fifteen Christians
slaugn in this case numbered 3,000, On Fri- school, but after a brief residence in flies. Through the small low gratingsI nary way. The result wag the reduction
ns were slaughtered in cold* blood, and
b villages of day, July 21, there was another massacre Kentucky he settled at New Albany, see men lying about naked— for the heat of the bowlders to fragments the size of
d ten
the district burned to the
the ground. In at Pryedor, under similar circumstances. Ind., where, in 1852, he commenced the is painful— on beds packed so close that a walnut It was effectually proved by
All sorts of excesses by Bashi-Bazouks practice of law. In 1854 lie was elected the doctor has barely room to move be- the experimenta that land can bo speedSolonica six of the
_____
wealthy citiaa^s
have been imprisoned; in Bitblia foir are reported from BrocL 1 On 4m 12th City Attorney of that town, and Prose- tween them. The hospitals are at their ily cleared of formidable obstructionsto
ethers. The crime charged upon these and 18th a band of Bashi-Bazouks, num- cuting Attorney for the county in 1856. best to-day, or nearly; for such a thor- good cultivation by the use of dynamite,
unfortunates is the sale of Christian bering 600, pillage^ and burned the In 1856 hd wa# elected to the Lower ough cleansingas is possible under the and the committee of the society who
books, of which, and especially of maps village of Gens Manalli, on the railroad House of the State Legislature. Six circumstanceswas given them yesterday, watched the operations expressed themerf the country, the Turks have a holy between Adrianople and Philippopolis. years later he was elected Reporter to in honor of some saint, and almost half selves as highly satisfied with the rehorror. Every bookstore has been In the neighborhood of Ismid Nicome- the Supreme Court of Indiana, and pub- the patients had been forwarded either sults.
dosed in the provinces,and the dissem- den there were similar atrocities.
lished five volumes of reports. In 1864 to their homes, or to Jagodina, hr elseExcitement In the Coal Region.
ination of all literature not in Turkish
he was elected a Representative to the where— to any place where they could
[Pottarill®[P«.) Cor. N*w York HoroldJ
lie.
fresh
convoy
was
expected
characters has been forbidden under
A ConspiracyThat Didn’t Work. Thirty-ninth Congress,and served on
A
great deal of excitement was caused
pain of death. I will only add that these
the committees on Private Land Claims hourly, and it began to reach the shady here and throughout the coal region
An
Udderzook
conspiracy
has
been
instances of Turkish “amenities'* have
and Accounts. He was re-elected to the little lane while I wandered from one this afternoon by the intelligence of the
been furnished me by a Christianem- brought to naught in Missouri. In the Fortieth, Forte-first, and Forty-second cottage hospital to another. Everybreaking up of the coal oomoinationin
ploye of the Porte, who was a secretary summer of 1874 a man named Folk in- Congresses. In 1872 he was the Demo- where it was the same sight of pallid
New York. It is generally believed
sured
his
life
for
$10,000
in
the
New
of one of the members of the commission
cratic candidate for Congressman-at- wretches, creeping about the door in here that the effect will be very disasYork
Mutual
Life
Insurance
Company
appointed to investigate the outrages
large in Indiana, and was defeated by their shirts; of tiny rooms packed with trous, and predictions are made that a
committed in Bulgaria; he adds that for the benefit of his wife, the premium Hon. Godlove S. Orth by a majorityof wounded; of rags and crowding flies in
number of individual operators will be
“no true report will ever be published." being paid by an intimate friend named 162. He was elected to the Forty-fourth every corner. In honest wrath with the
ruined. The most hopeful operator in
Mosely. The next winter Folk disapCongress, the first session of which has Government which made war without the country told the ifero/d correspondpeared.
His
gun
and
coat
were
found
counting
the
cost,
many
have
declared
The London Daily News' correspondjust closed, receiving 13,891 votes,
ent that he did not apprehend any perent, at Prince Milan’s headquarters, on the ice on the river, and Mrs. Folk against 12,582 votes for James A. Crav- the treatment of their wounded sons a
manent lowering of prices, but that a'fter
became
convinced
ttat
he
had
been
writes as follows
ens, Republican. His chief character- disgrace to Servia.— Perafc/itn Cor. the stock ou hand is disposed of, prices
drowned.
His
body
was
advertised
for,
London
Telegraph.
Every tongue is charged and every
istic was his untiring industry. In the
will again advance; others think a war
heart is full of well- authenticated ti- and a man came forward who declared fall of 1874 he spoke in nearly every
between the great companies has been
dings of .Turkish atrocities committed he had recognized Folk in a corpse that town, and certainly in every county in
A Man Killed by a Woman.
inaugurated,aud that in the eontest the
was
taken
out
of
the
river
when
the
ice
on the inoffensivepeasant folk of the
Indiana, a task far beyond his strength,
A letter from Rockport Church, N. J., individual operators will be great suffrontier villages in districtswhere there broke up in the spring. Applicationwas and the result of which was an illness
says
: “Alfred Lee, son of a very re- ferers. What effect the destructionof
can be no pretense for military reasons. made for the payment of the money, but which kept him confined to his bed for
spectablefarmer, was shot and instantly the combination will have op the wages
the
suspicion
of
the
agents
was
aroused
The men are gone from the villages of
many days. On the assembling of Con- killed here, last night, by a Mrs. Ryder. of the thousands of poorly-paid miners
the Greuze ; the victims are the njisera- and they declined. Mosely was sus- gress he was chosen Speaker by the
Lee, William Oougle, John Perry, David and laborers cannot now be safely preble women and helpless children. Burn- pected of having arranged the details of Demoor itic majority— the vote oeing
Bilker, and Ely Morgan attemptedto dicted, though it is easy to see that
the
fraud,
and
he
was
“
shadowed
by
the
ing, wrecking, butchery, and violation
Kerr 173, Blaine 106.
force their way into Mrs. Nixon’s house, their prospects are not brightened.
detectives."
.Finally,
information
of
the
constitute,to all appearances,the enOf his subsequent performances the against the wishes of the two women,
joined functionsof the merciless Bashi- whereaboute of -Folk himself was ob- county is familiar. After appointing
Canadian Pacific Railway.
and, after they had burst the door, Mrs.
Bazouks and ruffianly Redifs, whom the tained^ and about a weel$ ago he was the House committees he served as
Ryder fired a carbine loaded with shot
The
people of Vancouver’s Island are
found
in
a
cabiii
in
Prairie
county,
Ark.
Turkish'commanders, keeping in fixed
Speaker for a brief period, but was soon at them, while they were only a few feet considerablyagitated ou account of the
positions their regular troops, let loose He was brought back to his mourning compelled,cn account of ill-health, to ask
away from her. Lee was hit in the face general suppositionthat the Dominion
with letters of marque to practice the wife, and the two, with their friend for a leave of absence. This was granted
and'neck, two of the shot entering Ids government has practically abandoned
Mosely,
are
new
domeotioated
in
the
St.
almost ingenuity of deviltry, . .1
him, and be sought medical advice in spinal column. The result of the Coro- the scheme of a Canadian Pacific railway,
Ix>i|s
jiil/awaltilig
trial.
From
a the frontierdistrict
districtbetween
this city. After a fejv days of rest and ner’s inquest was the arrest of Mrs. Rythe western terminus of whioh had been
Nisch and Alexinatz come now similar
treatment,-!!!. Ken* returned to Wash- der and her incarcerationin the Belvipromised to the Island. On the occasion
tidings to those I telegraphed the other
There died reoentl'
»ntly on Clarke’sIs ington and resumed his post. He pre- derejail.’’
of Lord Dufferin’s recent visit to Vicday as having been sent by Alempies iana—
land— me
the only
onh one in Plymouthharbor— sided over the House with fairness and
toria he was waited upon by a deputaIran the western frontier about Beilina, Mr, Edward Winslow Watson, known to impartiality, but was again compelled to
A man was stopped on the road be- tion of citizens,who presented an adNo man who is not obstinately
------ deter- hu Heighbora aa the “ Lord of the Me.” vacate the chair. Daring his absence tween Santa Cruz and Sequel, Gal, by a dress setting forth the grievancesof the
mined to be incredulous can question For nearly two centuries his family has Mr. Cox, and subsequently Mr. Sayler, highwayman, with the order to stand
Province in the matter of the railroad
the tenth of these statement#.Officer# been in pbomnon of ‘ the- island^ on were selected as Speakers pro tom.
and deliver what coin he had about him. project Lord Dufferin declined to reand soldiers who came down from
tfhioh he lived and diedT He wnr in Acting upon the advice of his physicians He stood first-rate, but he didn’t hand ceive the addresses, but referred the
front authenticatethem with tales Of odd genius, having no education in the Mr. Kerr visited Rockbridge Alum over the cash worth a picayune. On the
rv'Htioners to the Grown. A good deal
burnt villages which they have seen, the common acceptationof the phrase. but Springs, Ya., where remained up to the contrary, he put his hands in his pookete,
of feeling is manifested by the Islanders,
mangled bodies of childrenlying in the being both a student of poetry and a time of his death.
drew uut from one a twenty- dollar gold and there is open talk of a separation
cutters among the charred debris, head- poet himself in all his habits of thought,
piece, and from the other ft six-shooter from the Dominion
‘
unless
the railroad
less trunks of Servian soldiers in places He was entirely unconventional, but
A Singular Occupation.
already cooked, and holding both toward is built according to the original agreewhere they had been fighting, men in without taint of coarseness ; he kept;
An enterprisingman in New York has the road agent asked him to take his menti The
'
QU)bet
speaking
the up-country hospitals with noses slit throughout youth and manhood, a vigor- entered into a curious profession, choice. Then it was the footpad’s turn
with authority aa a ministerialorgan,
by knives as they lay helpless from their ous, healthfal, sweet, and ingenuous namely, a “ whipper of boys and girls." to show— which he did— a mighty rapid
denies that the government has abanwounds. In the course of an afterr
He charges ten cento for each perform- moving pair of heels and got away.
doned the Pacific railroad project
•
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the case, and, so far as appears, its use by

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

Republican organs, in
state, to

Saturday, September 2 1876.
THE ATTACK ON KB. TILDEN.

We have gone

into this “charge” at

new

hat. the very latest,
the prettiest hats, call at D. Bertsch’s Dry
Goods Store on the corner of River and
con. Eighth slrcet.
a

IcE-cream always on hand at L.
which the Republicans have reRanters,and good airy rooms to sit in.
duced themselves for campaign powder.
In the present campaign all the benefit that

and

Fresh Soda

country. They are supposed to go

him

The order directing the holding

of his character, and to show

to be not

merely unfit for public

of troops

A labor stock of Toys has just been
received at L. T. Ranters, from the cheapest to the best.

any kind. must

we have

be disapproved,as

shown,

and find that it

rests

the order in the introduction of

in

tain resolution which

on these facts:

a cer-

For

fjhWANTED.
of
,j

Holland, Mich., November

it

enforcing the law, not

again to a new re-

new
ute

among

with them. They

-firur ^drertisements.
-w

something more than thus cleverly

their principles on the basis of

against the

5,

1875.

CITY HOTEL,

V°mat.c

O

the military

The practised politician intended to do

securities,which they were to distrib-

of agreements made

by

arm. but by the courts.

organized company, receivingin return

Produce will be receive and at

Bickfoud
To Consumptives.

The advertiser, having been permanentthe day of the Missouri Compromise reHaute, Alton and St. Louis Railroad,
peal. In the first place, the resolution ly cured of that dread disease,Consumptwhich got into difficulties, and could not
ion, by a simple remedy, is anxious to make
could not have the effect of a legislative known to his fellow sufferersthe means of
pay the intereston its bonds. The bondenactment;it is not a joint resolution; it cure. To all who desire it, he will send, a
holders determined to foreclose the mortwas passed only by the House of Repre- copy of the prescriptionused, (free flf
gages under which the bonds were issued
charge), with the directions for preparing
sentatives.In the next place it docs not
and reorganize the road. They accordingand using the same, which they will find
instruct him to do anything. If one a sure Cure for Consumption, Asthma,
ly appointed Mr. Tilden and several other
branch of Congress had endeavoredin Bronchitis, &c. Parties whishingthe pregentlemen who were selected on account
this way to instructhim, he would have scription will please address
of their knowledge of law or their skill in
Rev. E. A. WILSON,
resisted the attempt promptly and properrailroad matters, to do the business for
94 Penn St., Williamsburgh,N. Y.
ly. Finally, the resolutionwas a mere
For Sale by Heber Walsh, Holland,
them. These gentlemen, forming what
declarationof opinion by the House of Michigan.
was called the “PurchasingCommittee”
Representatives—a declarationin favor of
of the road, bought the road in at a foreclosure sale, and sold

(f

E. B. Cigars go to L. T. Ranters.

which Benton so forcibly characterizedin

was a Western railroad, called the Terre

'

Everything in the line
the hignest market prices.

was as irrelevant as

“the slump speech in the belly of the bill”

lu 1859, some seventeen years ago, there

Democrats their own

•

FIRST-CLASS

in every respect.

The Rooms are spacious and
well furnished with new and
elegant furniture.
Office

A Family Knitting Machine!

*

on First

Floor.

For the convenience of Commercial

Now

attracting universal attention by its astonishing performancesand its ercat practical value
for every day family use. It knits every possible
variety of plain or fancy work

Agents a large and well lighted sample

room has been

fitted

up on the

ground floor. Livery concected with the Hotel.

almost Magical speed,

garments.
It wiinrolt a pair cf locki in fifteen minutes 1 Every
machine WARRANTED perfect, and to do jwt
what Is reprt$ented. A complete instruction book
accompanies each machine.
No. 1 Family Machine,1 cylinder,"^needles, $80.

Dissolution Notice.

:o:-

Thc Proprietor»nnonnce« to the Pubic that no
pains will be spared by him >o make this House

With

is-

lion. His object was

HOLLAND, MICH.

Knitted

and elves perfect shape and finishto

to turn

resolu

ivrioii

wish to purchase.

4w

Railroad,

HOLLAND,

come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no .doubt but we can satisfy all who

restraint. We have carefullyexamined class, the fixing of a single bayonet at the
No Dissolution of Partnership but all
the principalone of these charges, in polls, or any actual interference whatever kinds of furniture etc., as cheap as the
cheapest for cash at
fact, the only one brought forward in a in the coming elections.
II. Mkykr & Co.
The practised politicianshand appears
tangable form, which relates to the St.

and Terre Haute

Provisions etc

invite the Public to

4w

Louis, Alton

Flour & Feed,

Crockery,
Stoneware,

We

Bargains to be had at the Furniture store
of the undersigned at from 10 to 25 per
They are said, in fact, to show his whole upon all the higher grounds of statesman- cent, reduction, for cash only, for the next
30 days, on account of a probable dissolucareer to be one of chicane, fraud, and ship and politicalexpediency. The party
tion of partnership.
robbery, and to exhibit him as only differ- purpose it is intended to serve seems
J. M. REIDSBMA & SON.
ing from a man like Fisk, Jr., or Jay to be clear enough ; and it docs not necesGould in not having openly thrown off all sarily involve violence to voters of any
Panic Prices.
but for a decent positionof

Groceries,

XRIVER street.

for possible servlpe in the Southern States

life,

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps,

Clothing,
.rr

At

to the root

KOFFERS,

&

Dry Goods,
Furnishing Goods,

WALL PAPER

of the

of

DEALERS IN

at

*

rOBOING TEE FXG3TXNCK

call at the store

DUURSEMA

T.

the Fountain and the
christened by the lawyers and judges
can be extracted from “charges” will be clioicest Syrups always on hand, and a
throughout the land as “ The Bar of Judgreaped by the Democrats, who can prove most enticing variety of delichua candies
ment.” Those of our readers who. are not
at L. T. Ranters.
by undeniable evidence a corruption in the
yet too partisan to shut their eyes to truth
dominant party of the most gigantic extent,
will find the following profitablereading:
widespread throughout all the departments and curtains of every description, and all
“These charges against Mr. Tilden deof Government, and practicallyencouraged kinds of new Furniture. Prices as low os
serve some attention,because they aflect
the lowest.
H. MEYER & CO.
by its head.
the character of a man who, it is not at all
unlikely, will be for four years President

trade, go

style of

straits to

organ that it has been

scr a well assorted stock

to

of Goods for the Fait and Winter
Fob

siderable length, because it illustratesthe

The followingarticle we clip from the
Nation. This paper is so far above rea partisan

If you wish

IJoticcs.

prove Mr. Tilden a railroad “rob-

ber” or “shark,” is a scandalous abuse of
the power of the press.

proach as

Jfywitd

its present unsettled

J.

W.

MINDERHOUT,

Prop’r.

all

MEAT MARKET

The undersignedhave mutually agreed
—
in the Presidentialcampaign upon the to dissolve their partnership and request
ors as long as any creditors appeared to
the public to settle all accounts with Mr.
No.
" 72 &
$40.
ground which the Republicans would
F. Slooter who will continuethe business
claim them. There were at the end of
A tainplemachine will be sent to auy part of the
choose, if they were allowed to choose it. at the old stand.
United States ortanada,(whore we have no agent!,
these proceedings a number of securities
erprm charge* pre-paid. on receipt of the price.
The strenuous efforts of the Democrats
F. Slqotkr,
still undistributed, which the Purchasing
Agents wanted in every State. County, City and
Jamks E. Hiooins.
are directed to make the question of adThe undersignedannounces to the Public that
Town, to whom very liberal discounts will be
committee divided among themselves,
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and a»e
Holland, Mich., Aug. 20, 1876. 2w
made.
ministrative reform the paramount quesAddress, Bickford KNiTnaoMAcniNK Mfo. Co. now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
either for their services or for other reaa.IR-ly Sole Manufactnrere,Brattletoro, Vt. of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
tion of the canvass. It offers them the
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
sons satisfactoryto the parties concerned.
best chance of success. On the other
ail those who wish to favor them with part of their
It does not appear that there was any contrade.
hand, the Republicans believe that if they
The question hits been for a long time
s, The stand is one door west of G. J. Havet kate &
cealment of these facts, or any complaint
can make the Southern question the prin- what will you do with dead animals. The
Son’s Hardware Store.
made by anybody to whom Mr. Tilden or
DEALERS IN
W. Bt’TKAU,
undersigned whose place ofbusi ness is near
cipal one they can beat the Democrats, no
J. VAN ZOEREN.
his co-purchasersstood in the relation of
Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself inreadBark, Ties,
Holland. July 14, 1876.
matter what the immediatemerits of the
ioesss
to
remove
all
dead
animals
at
his
trustees.
question may be. Its discussion would re- own expense, by simply notifying him
Timber, and. all kinds
Indeed, so far from this being the case,
call the course of the Democraticparty thereof.
the Purchasing CommiUee, while having
fyjNnAKD Wick.
of
Produce.
during the last twenty years— its defense
I
§
under their agreements the right to exHolland, Aug. 28,
29-ly
of slavery, its half-concealedsympathy
03
clude any persons from the benefits of the
We have put up In our woods, (on the Lake Shore
CQ
>
with secession, its doubtfulattitude during
Road, two miles West of the white school -house on
<D
reorganizationafter June, 1861, took no
the Grand Haven road) a first-class portable saw-mill
the war, its resistance to all the reconwhich is now in good runningorder, and can serve
advantage of this right, but admitted
<=> £-4
the public at any time with all kinds of building
&£)
structive measures which have become a
claimants down to 1868, and have never
material and fencing at low prices, and deliver the
part of the Constitutionand the laws; a
ited.
When I was in Holland City, I stopped at the same wherever want
excluded anybody. Besides this, they
We can lengthen out so as to saw 40 feet, and
<D {Z5
hr not had
course so bad and so blunderingthat the iETNA HOUSE, and I mu«t say that fI had
CO
say that, In purchasing the road in their
such a good meal in four weuks as I had there. will make long lumber and timber a specialty.
party cannot afford to review it before, the The accommodations were first-classaud meals
Our facilitiesfor getting out deck planks and
own name, they assume heavy liabilities,
ny kind of ship timber are uneqnaled.
country. If the Democrats can be brought better than I had found for a long while previous,
All bills will be filled promptly and with destherefor I can recommend that House to every
some of which are still outstanding;that
to the polls on the Southern question the travelerand to the public generally.You will find patch, and a fair dealing can be relied upon. Custhey performed many services for which
the Landlord very accoramodatin"and his prices tom sawing done at bottom flgnrcs.
Republicanswill feel safe
surer are very low. Go to the AStna ilonse for a good
All kinds of Farm Products,taken in pay for
they could get no remuneration except
lumber and sawing, Also Wood, Bark and Railmeans can be taken to revive this question meal and low prices.
road
Ties, when delivered at our Pier on Lake
A Commercial Traveler, of New York City.
from the surplus in their hands: that the
.§S5
Michigan, or on auy of the docks along Black
.53^
than the revival, or even an intimitation
N. B. When you stop in Holland go to the Altna
whole remuneration arising from this surLake.
to force the fighting

sued these new securities to the old credit

" 1

4 *•

100

IN THE

—

PIRST WARD.

*

Dead Animals.

DeFeyter Bro

Wood, Lumber,

Wood

1876.

A Good Hotel.
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(DO

plus

would

not

pay each member of

House

South. The practisedpolitician
would be satisfied if he could force the

public.

this

committee, at the outside, three quarters

cy in the

of one per cent, of the nominal amount of

the securities which passed through the

handset the committee—

a small

reuumer-

atioo; that the net result of the whole op-

good meal and accommodation. I can
recommend this House to the traveler and the

fighting upon this ground, although there

should be no fighting

at

the elections and

before.

who
who employed Mr.

The present managers of the road,

Bas removed his business to

We

Photographs, Tin-Types,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

shall see whether the Republican

politicianscan outwit the Democratic polticians in this respect

the committee has very frankly told the

succeed or not

fences extenuating circumstanceswill be

perfectly willing to surrender them if or-

only question apparentlyinvolv-

there is

one purely

legal,

or trustee aud beneficiary existing between
the Purchasing

Committee and the

road,

at present exists, which authorizes

Accounting between them, and the

an

litiga-

Repairing Neatly Bone.

HIQjUNS.

GIVE US A TRIAL

LM.UN11M
531 (Broadway, jTew Ycte.
Manufacturers,Importers and Dealers

in

CHR0M0S & FRAMES,
Stereoscopes & Views,
Alims, frapkoHSiailhititilenm,

Photographic Materials.

havior during the session.

We are the Headquartera for every thing in
a kind to which auy lawyer
way of
Repeated experimentshas proved that
might unavoidably become a party. The
road says there is; Mr. Tilden and the in Afehool rooms lighted by windows on Stereopticons and
other members of the committee say there both sides the children suffer more or less
ic Lanterns,
Is not, and naturally decline to give up from injured vision, and so important
Being Manufacturersof the
their books. It is obvious that in doing has the subject been considered In GermaMicro-Scientific
Lantern,
this they simply act so as to guard their ny that a law has lately been passed forStereo- Panopticon,
own rights,for it must l»e remembered bidding such windows in schobl.
University Stereopticon,

whom

they did stand in the relationof

bare any property In
their possessionfor which they owe any
account, it may be to these principles that
they owe it, and if they do hot want to
pay it twice over to two different sets of
people, they must resist with every menus
in their power the^claim now made upon
agents; and

if

they

P.

THIBOUT.

quoted as saying

that no troopers will bo transferred to the

South until a proper requisition is
by the executive of

Ladies— When you buy Saleratus please
how much larger D. B. DeLand &
Co.’s Best Chemical Saleratuspapers are
than others; and notice how much better
bread, biscuit, cuke, &c., it makes than
notice

them. There are no Indiciaof fraud about other Saleratus.

^ ^
4-3 b
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Q
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And

a full line in Ladies’ Furnishing

SCHOOL
Etch

ttyle

Goods,

Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,

and

Cloaking, Spring and Summer Shawls,
Parasols, Fans, and Kid Gloves.

Hats for 50 Cents and Upward.
All the latest styles In Ties, Rushings,Collars and Caffs, and a fall assortment of
Edgings, Standard Trimmings, Zephyrs, Germantown Wool and Canvas.
iii it

Advertiser's Stereopticon,

made

a state.

C\

.28

d

Millinery, Toys aai Fancy Goods.

Artopiieon,
is

2 £5

>.sa

Td

the

Mag-

General Sherman

cd

0

<

Opp. MetropolitanHotel.

tion is of

that they admit the existence of persons to

"“era
»
a
d
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1875. SPElNG AND SUMMER. 1876.

Speakership in place of the late Mr. Rerr.

The chances of Randall and Cox have
certainly not been improved by their be-

I.

Cg a

spa-22

5.18

Mr. Sayler, of Ohio, the speaker pro
tern of the House of Representatives, in

the opinion of the Washington corresponwhether dent of the Detroit (Dem.) Free Preu is
any relation of principal and agent “morally certain” to be chosen to the
is

B. P.

<d!>
„ CO

§!i

Street.

est possible prices.

2w

^ i

Will be pleased to see all his old friends and cus-

BOTTOM PRICES.

© S3

(D*3 P«

tomers that requireanything in the clothing line.
Wo make, cut aud trim to order anything in our
line according to the latest styles,and for the low-

small at

intention.— Ar. 7. Eve. Pont.

plaintiffs that he does not pretend to understand the legal rights of the matter, of drunkennesswill be punished by the
that he has & number of the bonds, and is extreme penalty.

it

Copies, large and

canvass. Whether they
there is no doubt of their

taken into consideration; but a repetition

us

70 Monroe

and dictate to them

no
The British War office authorities hove
relation with him of any kind, now make a
decided
that, for the future, officers chargclaim upon him and the members of the
committee for an account, to which he and ed with drunkenness will not be consignthe other members reply that it is none of ed to permanent and reduced half pay
their business. One of the members of without trial by court martial. In first of-

ty. The

<D

THIBOUT,

am now preparedto take

Tilden, and have, so far as it appears,

ed in the case

4-tf

MERCHANT TAILOR,

the course of the

do so by any competent authori-

1875.

BOTTOM PRICES
I

eight times as much as they were worth

to

12,

box.

advancing the securities from twice to

are not the persons

Holland, Mich., March

I. P.

no soldier should be seen near the ballot

eration was to greatly benefit the road,

dered

for a

w

*5 -g

“g

No

of the revival, of the federal military poli-

^
w

Examine. No

Call and

Trouble to Show Goods.

LANTERN. FAMILY LANTERN,
PEOPLE S LANTERN.

being the best of Its class in the market.

Catalogues of Lantern and Slides with directions
using sent on application.

Agents for the Sale of E. Butterick & Co’s Patterns of Garments and their celebrated Shears and Scissors.

for

Any Intirprisiagnaa can aaks money with a Magic
Lantern.

BTCut out
nece.jgj
.

this

advertisementfor

&

L.

S.

VAN DEN BERGE,

refer*

EIGHTH STREET

V
.........

................

HOLLAND, MIOH

Mortgage Sale.
lottittflis.

A new

theatre in

New

days

Zealand was

The

opened by limn di Murska.

Doo days are

over.

No matter how hard

-

may

the times

Why
he,

is a store that

Mich.,
ty

don’t advertlte like

Enoch Aaden? Because

sees “no sale

it

bees always cell all the honey they make.

--

Default having been made in the conditions of
payment of a certain Indenture of Mortgage,
fnir date the tvrerty-nlnth day of April In the
river 0f0Ur
of our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousandeight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sev-

big drive
is

The

from day to day.”

on

the Muskegon

expected to be

down

I

have on hand

a

large .tock of

in abou. Ibirnt OUawA.
Ottawa and
mut State
Sbiin of Mlchlgiui,
Michigan,pm tlw
ties
of
of the flr*t part, and Charle* Storing an** Melylu A.

Conwy

Boots and Shoes

repairs on Sweet & Taylor’s mill at

and for the County of Ottawa and State of MichOf the neatest atylea and best qualltle. which
igan, on the twenty-eighth day of May , one thousand
I offer at greatly reducedprices.
eight hundred and aeventy-four, at eight o ciock a.
It is
reported that the health of erations have been resumed.
July $4,606,000, the most ever done in a
m of aalddav. In Uber Tof Mortgage, on Piwe four
Representave Alexander
Stephens is
hundred and eleven. And whei^ ffiere la clatmed
month.
Seventy car loads of machinery, lor to be due and unpaid at this date on aald Mortgage
almost fully restored.
the rnm of one hnndred andfllty-twodollara and
the cotton mill
building at Altnnta, thlrtv eight ceuU($15.\5») for principal,and Inur
— —
have had frost during the week just
eat. aud no .alt or proceeding,either In law, or
J. A.' Merrick’s shingle-mill,near Mid- Gn^’ere received there last week.
past, which will undoubtedly injure corn
equity, having been commenced to recover the eame,
land, Mich., was burned on the 17th lust.
oranv part thereof: Atne tAortfornotif*Is hereby
and other crops.
A newsboy says of the new star-spangled given' that on Tuuday, Mi twefyfeond day of
Loss $8000; insurance $2,400.
oncthou.and eight hundred and se\enty- Will be on hand to wall on his friends and cu.
handkerchiefs:“If any man aims a blow Auuurf/,
.ix; at one o’clock In the afternoon of said day, at tomers and
Our public school will open Monday
At a church entertainmentin California at the American flag, spot him on the the front door of the County Court Hon.e, In the
next, this will undoubtedly be quite a relief
city of Grand Haven In .aid County of Ottawa and
rum-punch was smuggled in as cold tea. suoot.”
State of Michigan,that being the place for holding
for some families.
the CircuitCourt for aald county, there will be sold
the desire for tea became great.
public auction or vendue to the highest bidder
Nearly all the post-oflicesin Texas'arc at
the premise, dlscrlbed In wild Mortgage or so much
A Democratic Caucus will be held at
Boston Corbett, the soldier who shot In charge of females. It works so well thereof a. mav he necccary to intMy the amount
Lassman’s near Metz’s Tannery, to meet
due and payable on said Mortgage, with Interest
Wilkes Baolh, the assassin of Lincoln is that the males now arrive and depart every thereon at the rate of ten per cent per annum, ana
D. B. K.
on Friday next, Sept. 8lh.
all the legal co.t. and charges of such foreclosnrc
now a hatter in Cleveland, Ohio.
hour in the dav.
Atl(l
HAIc
—
—
•••
•*•***»%*«.
tint
t\t
tivwntv-fiVft
and sale~Vnd also an attorneyfee of twenty-five
Georgia has forty cotton mills in suedollar.,a. provided for In .aid Mortgage, In
dollar.,
Mr.
Francis
is to he
It is authoritatively announcedthat the proceedingsshould be taken to forclosc the same.
qpssful operation, running full time, and
The following I. the description of the land, and
invited to address the Democrats of
proposed trip to the CentennialExhibition preml.es as appears In said Mortgage, to-wit:All
paying handsome dividends.
York city on the questions of the canvass. of a party of members of the British Parli- that certain parcel of land, which Is situated In the
A large stock of
City of Holland, Ottaw a County, State of Michigan
- —
Mu. Nol Nibheliuk has been arrested by
and 1. further described a. the oast half of lot nnmMisses Katie and Maggie Plugger left ament has been abandoned.
ber four (4) In block numbered tw«-nt' -nine OW) n
the sheriff of Allegan county on a charge
Mid city according to the map thereof, of rcc ro
on Wednesday afternoon last, to attend
Neicn editor
oc- the office of the Register of Deed., of Ottawa
of buying cattle under false pretensions.
the course of the Female S^ninaryat Kal,
casionally drops a spark of rustic humor County, a. of the Village of Holland.
Dated: HollandMay i9th, A. D. 1876.
amazoo,
Mich.
Runaways being quite fashionablejust
into the campaign says that "Ben Butler is CHARLES STORING and MELVIN A. STORING
Oil
- — -T-

The mint in San

now

—

H.

--

Wk

-

-

In

-

Ludington, Mich., are completed and op-

Francisco coined in

-

-

-----

now

—

Bakker

Makes Custom Work a

—

Specialty.

VAN RAALTE.

Charles

Adams

-

—

JUST RECEIVED

New

\

The Danbnry

m

who

Furniture,

Carpets,

Cloths,

---

now.

Mr. H. Scott attempted to have a

Nybody

trial.

Better stick

hurt.—

The hoys around town don’t seem

to

aware that the penalty for

boating.

bills is several

The Saugatuck Commercial will

a

soon

to

show
county jail and

leg.”

tearing oti

days in the

Mortqaqm.
Howard A McBride, Att'y* for Mortaagtu,

be the red ant in the Massachusetts trousers

A

handsome fine.

week

barge loaded with deals last

at

Wall Paper,

The above sale Is adjourned until the 19th day
nf September.A . D. 1876, at the same place and the
same hour a. befoie.

ARIE WOLTMAN. Sheiif.
Dated: Grand Hvven, August 22. 1876

Heald, Avery A Co’s mill at Montague,

Mrs. James White had a cancer cut Mich., for England. They go by rail
non-paying from one of her lips, on Saturday of last Iron' Windsor Onl , to Jersey City and aic
week by Dr. Morris assisted by Dr. Gee, reshipped at that place.

Window Shades,

&

Feathers

change hands or be stopped entirely. The
present editor pronouncing it a
institution.

—

FOR SALE!

A

Feather Beds.

—

ALSO

beautiful assortment of

Mrs. White resides at Johnssville.

The White Cross line st*amor F. C.
resume his labors as en- \ Mackerel are so abundant near Block Fuuch, Capt. Krudsen, from New York,
dowment agent for Hope College. We (island that the water is said by fisherman Aug. 10 for Antwerp, was burned at KalProf. Kollen left for the East again o'n\

Monday

last to

wish him

success.

J

to look almost

like

very large, too, 100

D. E. Hubert, local editor of the Detroit Leaden-

was

in

town and called on

_

rel.

us.

Hubert is a genial fellow and will make
friends wherever he goes.

dry land. They are ool bank. She

and

_
125

making a

bar-

The

is a total loss.

insur-

ance amounts to $400,000. The crew were

HOUSE, STORE

I offerforsale Lot 8, Block 41, beingon the South
East corner of Ninth and Market Streets.City of
Holland. The buildingsare all new. It is a desirable location for any kind of hulslness. Term,

easy, 1875.

Blair Shell, an employe of the Cutler

The shipment

Spring

Lake, Mich., had his right leg badly

Hollar: , Mich.. March

grown

of deals to England has

into considerable Importance at

in-

Muskegon, Mich., and given lumber
Mr. Waring, night train dispatcher at jured on Wednesday of last week, by a
healthier tone. They bring $28 per
the C.& M. L. S. R. R. depot, left on Tues- log rolling upon it.
thousand in gold, and are deliverd by rail
day evening for a trip East, taking in the
List of letters remaining in the Post on the Jersy City docks for $6, which is
Centennialon his way. A good time for
Office at Holland, Mich., August 10, 1876:
less than they

Will

Mr. D. Meengs

has just put a

Mead

The
Wm. Vehbkkk, P. M.

will close

-

-

copper, gold, and silver ore.

land.

A man

in

he

iu Lowell,

of

-

the

at

Spring Lake, Mich., has

Lilley,

capacity of

a

town

yesterday with no hair,
in the calf of his left leg,

is satisfied that there is gold in

Jacob Van Putten, son

of G.

printer’sdevil propounds the follow-

“What

is the difference between a

thirty-dollar-a-week position at the ‘case’

aud the chief of the Sioux?” Ans.

“One

morning

examine.

CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,

AND

REPOEl

have bought out the
stock and trade of M. P. Vlesers and will continue
the business »t the old stand. If good goods and
low prices will continue to draw them their heavy

clothes

on.

was carelessness— and

lessness that

it

of October.
WiirLK. taking u ride to Saugatuck

He admits that

is

just that care-

makes yachting dangeru

SOHE

OH

SET MICE

<fc Akeley

Cash Paid for Hides
L.

8PRIET8MA & BON.

Holland, February

1874.

26,

-J4cl-iy

BOOTSSHOES SLOOTER
i

last, but got out all right after a

swim with ids
it

season. They

this

van PuttcK have logs enough to last until the middle

on Wednesday

Gents,
Misses

Country Produce, Etc.
Mewre Welton

of

the best in Western Michigan and has been

considerablyimproved
capsized with ids boat

of the Latest Styles

Our IntentionIs to offer thcae goods at low
price, and we request the trading public to call and

day and
shoe. A shoe that doesn't creak like a
trade they are sure to retain It. A general Invitation
lias averaged since their commencement
I Is extendedto all to cal! and visit the crippled aucbam door aud wake up the whole family
this spring, 70,000. Their mill is one of tioneer.
when a man goes home late at night,
Holland, November 11. 187!.
should he worth millihns to its inventor.

Shoes.

AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.

River Street, Holland.
aud

mill of Messrs. Sisson

cutting 100,000 feet of lumber a

fied that there Indians in the Black Hills.

A

The

and

Youths,

Bran, Corn,
Oats, Potatoes,

700 dollars

been paid. He leaves for

ema & Son.

Ladies,

Bolted Meal,

Conference next week.

Mass,

the Black Hills. He also says he is satis-

ing:

debt has

It is

Flour & Feed,

this congre-

@

Reids

—

new stock of Goods has Just been opened,and
we can state to the Public that It has been

Provisions,

the year. There have been twenty-five
baptisms, aud between 600

M.

-A.T

bought expressly for this aeason of the year.

Groceries,

lhat church has more than doubled during

*

has secured ihe patent right of a noiseless

is this lor fast?

and a bullet hole
says

and

skilled operatives brought from Eng-

A manufacturing firm

immediate vicinity,husked aud in the

How

smelting

furnace costing $100,000 will be built,

As a specimen of early corn we were
000
presented with an ear of goed size and
completely ripe. This corn is raised in
crib.

A

A

Dry Goods,

Church

Subbath. The membership

J.

DEALERS IN

to the attraclion of his place,

by Henry Te Roller.
-<•*

this

up his services with

gation next

—

(Successors to M. P. Vissers.)

by water.

Rev. F. Glass of the M. E.

It

and is
British explorers are now at work in
valuableauxiliary. The case was made Chatham county, N. C., prospecting for
adds

for

8-tf

3,

At Greatly Peduced Prices

Welton k Akeley. Boots

or Mrs. Maggie Mead, James

handsome H. Retan.

prescriptioncase in his drug store.

can be carried

Baby Carriages, Ac.

and LOT.

TK HOLLER.

all saved,

& Savidge Lumber company of

Charley.

0—

-

-AT

we

could not help hut observe the progress
of the whole farming country between

--

HEROLD,

E.

F.

Han Jnat removed to hla new and capaclona
ntore on-the cornet of Flah and 8th street, oppoalte
Haverknte'a Hardware Store, where 1 will conituntly ktop on hand a fall stock of

Holland and Saugatuck. Our farming
for young sailors.
Eighth Street, City of Holland.
Flour, Feed, Groceries
country is far ahead of this city. Our
Bull.”
Mr. Peter Pfanstiehlhas arrived back city has not kept pace with the demands
For a large and fine selection of school from Orange City, Iowa. He journeyed of our farmer's sons and daughtersand is
Produce.
Ladies,
books you must go to L. T. Kanters. He overland with his mule team and a large
to that extent suffering as we have lucked
has also just received a large supply of po- family and arrived sale and sound— cer
Which I will sell at
to supply the demands
Gents,
litical badges, coutaining the portraits of tainly no small undertaking. He reports
On Sunday afternoon the family of J.
Gov. Hayes and Gov. Tilden. Give him the condition out West as deplorable inPRICES For CASH Only.
a call.
deed, on account of the ravages of the W. Minderhont came very near being seriously injured by a runaway. On going
grasshoppers.
The Sabbath school of the 2nd ReformI will also take Butter and Eggs in Exdown the long hill just this side of ScholMisses
The headquartersfor all kiuds of fiuit
change for our goods. Goods will be
ed Church of Grand Haven, numbering
ten’s bridge, the tongue of the carriage
delivered inside of the City Limits
is
at
Geo.
Van
Duren’s
meat
hall.
We
are
about 200 were here on Thursday and
slipped through the strap, bringing the
free of charge.
held a pic-nic on the college campus. glad to see somebody take hold ol the carriage against the spirited team, who
Full line for the Winter trade.
These grounds are well adapted to pic- fruit business, otherwise tlda town would

is

a

bully

sit,’ and the other is a Sitting

and

LOW

Youth and

Wear.

not liking that took to their heels and
nicking and within easy reach of neces- present the contradictory spectacle, of beand
Holland, Jan. 1, 1876.
spilled them all out. The only ones hurt
ing
surrounded
by
fruit
farms
and
still
saries.
were Mrs. M. and daughter.
F. BLOOTER.
have no fruit for sale for our own citizens.
The Board of Education have just com- Don’t forget that his beefsteaks excel!
The Methodist people of Allegan availpleted their school census, and make the
Great damage has been done in the ed themselves of the fine weather and came
following report: First Ward, 271; Second
on a picnic, about 400 in number, led by
Ward, 120, Third Ward, 312; Fourth vicinity of Flint. Mich., by frost on the their brass band, on Wednesday last.
NO.
EIGHTH STREET.
From and after this date, I
Ward, 159. Total 862. Last year 859, nights of ibe 26th and 27th. The corn They chartered the steam tug Twilight
crops in many places is badly injured, esshowing an increase in school children, and
intend to devote to this line of
and barge, and proceeded down to the Drugs,
pecially in low grounds. The buckwheat
therefore no decrease in population.
harbor, where they partook of their pretrade the necessary attention,
Medicines,
crop is reported to be almost entirely
pared viands, aud returned in the aftera comThe firm of Blooter & Hlggius have by lost. The weather was comfortableenough
Paints
Oils and will keep on
noon in time to take the train for home.
mutual agreement dissolved their partner- during the day, but exceedingly cold
plete
stock
of
Granite
Are sold aa cheap at this Drug Store m at any
They expressedtheir regret of not baving other. Medicineswarrantedto bo strictlypure.
ship. Mr. F. Blooter will continue the at night.
and C. C. Ware.
time to linger at the harbor until a later
business and will settle all accounts. Mr.
Trusses,
liberal
to
Mr. Wm. Lievensen,Jr., while in the hour, but otherwise were well pleased.
Higgins will continue his grain business
-*•*- —
Chamois
Skins.
those who buy sets or in large
as well as his patent butter-tub manufac- act of oiling up a threshing machine, a
Some unknown lady was smart enough
Counter,
Cloth,
few days ago, got his right thuipb caught
quantities.
tory. Bee advertisementsand notice.
to play a good joke on a young printer, in
Hair and
in a cog-wheelwhich tore the whole thumb
Yellow
Jennie June offers up the following lit- out and otherwiseinjuring the hand. Dr. this city. While he was standing in the
Paint Brushes.
iu large supplies.
tle sensiblepetition: “Oh, Lord I thou Morris was called and amputated the Chicago depot, just before the Grand Rapg. J. vaarwerk.
ids
train
started,
he
was
requested
by
a
All
the
leading
Patent
Medicine#
In
the
market.
hast freed the slave and|iven to the col- thumb, assisted by Dr. B. Ledeboer, and
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10, 1875.
A lull Stock of the very beat Perfumery sold In
strange
lady
to
go
in
the
waiting
room
and
ored man the right in common with his fixed up the hand as well as possible for
bottle o,b,
^ 0 D0E8BURG
bretherento vote/ No other question be- the time being, however, it is doubtful get that baby for her, he assented of course,
Holland, Mich., Jnly», 1876. ,
and proceeded to fetch it, but on arriving
ing now before Thee, may it please Thee whether his hand will be saved.
!
in the waltihg room, saw but one baby,
to pay some attention to women ; and first

CASH FOE CORN

J. 0.

DOESBUEG,

m - • man

OATS.

CROCKERY!

in

70,

hand
White

and

<

--

-

A

-

deduction

Rockingham and
Ware

_

Something New

of all try to teach

sense

with

them

a little

common

Two

boy*, one of P. De Feyter and the and just as be

regard to their dress, and other of M. Clark, ate some seeds of

stra-

monium, while playing witli them in the
garden, on Monday last, and shortly afterAmen.”
wards their parents were frightened by
This city was regaled with a hand- signs of poisoning. Dr. Annis was called
some feast of music on Thursday evening, at one house and Dr. Broek at the other.
kindly furnishedby the Holland City Cor- After a thorough investigation the seeds

-

Thine be the praise for ever and

--

ever.

net Band, assisted by some of their friends

of

stramonium were found, they peing poi-

trom Grand Rapids. The violin solos son, the doctors’ duty was plain and after
were well executed, so were Mr. Well’s a nights labor with the youngsters,were
orchestra pieces, but the clarionet and rewarded by a sufficient recovery to regard
cornet_w)loswere superb. The whole the danger over. This should serve at a

made

up bis

mind

that that

must be the Identicalone he sees

known

lady, wife of one of our aldermen,

walk up to him and take that baby from
before bis nose, this showed

him

that

it

was her baby. Now be was mystified,and
bolted out the

room

to find that

his

petit-

ioner was just stepping aboard the cars as
it

moved off, leaving no

other clue than

the echo of a ringing laugh.

Foe

the latest style of

Domestic Pat-

concert web well managed, comic and sen-

cided success, and hope
peated.

it

will often be re-

a fine

HOLLAND, MICH.,
Dom

£

Wilms,
known

PUMP MAMUFACTURER

tf 5
w i
office.
J

assortment of

For a first-class Anti -Biliousand Catharone ot the best Liver Pills in the
market go to ^J. O. Doesburg’sDrug Store. tic Pill go to J. O. Doesburg’sDrug Store.

Golden Machine

An

Oil.

nrr THE
mnn nGALLON,
* t r rm
BY
A1
J. O. DOE8BURG.

For

I'

P.

general Banking, BAchange,and CollectiuDbaaluess.Collections made on all points
In the United State# and Europe. PartlcpUrattenthe well
tion paid to the collectlonaof Banka and Bankers.
Remittances made on day of payment. All bnalnesa entrustedto me ahall have prompt attention. Interest allowed on time deposit#, tubject
Of tbt# place,has added to hla splendid Wooden
to check at eight. Foreign exchange bought
pump the Iron Drive Well Pump, and la ready to
and sold. Ticket# to and from all pointa In Europe
furnish all and evenrbody with all kinds of Pumps:
aold at my
' ^
Force Pumps, Rubber Hose, Large Iron Vessel
105
N. KENYON. Pumpa. Pony Engine Pumps, and anything in the
line of rnropa from a small Basket Hand- Pumps np
to a Steam Fire Engine.
H—,T
IV i H
He can also put down Drltfc well points on wood
~
en pumps, wnlch is an Improvement on both iron
and wooden pomps— on iron pnmps beesase they
*

/*•!

terns call at D. Bertschs.

warning to parents, for this plant is found
Go to Pessinksfor
timental songs interspersedthe instru- in a wild stite in a good many gardens.
Shad lues.
mental productions. We consider it a de-

Nathan Kenyon. Banker.

a well-

Holland, July

7, 1875.

improvement on wooden pumps; It save# making a
well, and nothing can get into the well and spoil
the water.

.

Businessplace on River Street, between Tenth
venth street,Holland,Mich.

and

TON’S CONE HONE.

Knows well there is none to glad as she
That Tom's come home.
— Harper's Monthly for September.

*. TBOWUBIDQE.

WBh

ft* bfivilv rocking

Th# lay- coach

and swinging load,
mountain.

rolls uj» the

Tfca uxnrers lean on their scythes and say,
“ila! what brings Big George this way ?"
The children climb the alats and wait
To aea him drive throe

Ttowa
TUtm

a
•

oulek. half-attfled
quick,
half^tffledvoioe shrieks out,
M Tom I Tom’s come home !”

(

Tbs tan at the casement disappears,
TohhiiMatthndoor,Jcwaadtears,.
Aa a trawler, dusty and boarded and brown,
Ovnr ths wheel atsoa Uahtly down.
** Wsuimother!”“My son!" And to his breast
A forward-totteringform is pressed.
She lies there, and cries there ; now at anus-length
Admires bis manly size and strength
..

(While he winks hard one misty eye) ;
Then alls to the yonngstsr staring nigh—
44 Quick I kotor your grantber ! run, boya, run
Teil him your undo— tell him hia son—
Our Tom’s come home !”

U.

;

I

He.

The stage- coach waits ; but little cares she
What faces pleasantlysmile to see
Her jostledglassessnd tumbled cap.

She,

He.

Big George's hands the trunk nn strap
And bear it In : while two light-heeled
Toung Mercuries fly to tbs mowing field,
And shriek and beckon, and meet half-way
The old gran’ther,lame and gaunt and gray,
Goat on arm, half in alarm.
Striding over the stony farm.
The good news clears his cloudy fsce,
And be cites as he quickens hia anxious pace,
“Tom ? Tom oome home ?”

She.

She.
He.

She.

With twitching cheek and quivering lid
(A soft heart under the bard lines hid),
And 14 Tom, bow d’e do ?” in a husky voice,
He grasps with rough, strong hand the boy’s—
A boy’s no more. " I shouldn’t have known
That beard." While Tomb flue baritone
Bolls out from Ms deep chest cheerily,
'* You’re hale aa ever, I’m glad to see."
la the back porch the mother stands,
And rubs her glasseswith trembling hands,
And smiling, with eyes that blear and blink,
atnna in, •' I never !" and “ Only think !

Our Tom’s come home

y rejoicing. Then came a married ro-exchanged their lots with apparently
SUPPOSE.
a single and equal satisfaction.
BY T. I. BOBEBTSON.
arried woman ; after them a childless
"When I was rich,” said the first, " I
onple, and one bearing a large family ; aoked appetite ; but then I had plenty
HAKIXV, THE DREAMEB.
inzteJ^oTkeeping tryst
next a king and a beggar, followed by a of food, which, on the whole, is oetter
Witi you to-night,had aUld away to doze,
Or call upon Mlaa Brant, or play at whiat—
Hakim, sumamed ike Dreamer, was rich glutton and a poor laborer ; and han being hungry and having nothing
Suppoae?
the only son of Hamet, one of the prin- then a philosopherand a fool All these, to eat.”
and
millions
more,
exchanged
lots,
and
cipal Ulemas of Constantmople, a privSuppose
"When I was poor,” said the other,
You had? Think you / should have cared?
ileged class who hold their lands inde- tripped away delighted with their new
to be sure I lacked leisure and food,
Indeed,
pendently of the will of the Grand burdens.
jut when I became rich I was still
Ain’t you a bit concei - don’t take my roseLast of all came a venerable old man, worse, for I had neither appetite nor
A-gUt to me. From whom? Well — Joseph
Signior, and can only be dispossessed
Mead,
according to law. Having a wealthy and with a long white beard flowing down rest. It cost me more labor to digest
Suppoae? N’
upon
his
breast,
afiff
a
pale
face
scarred
indulgent father, he was free to iollow
one dinner than to earn a dozen, and,
the bent of that inclination for indolent with the deep lines of thought, as well instead of sleeping quietly, I was conIt la? Then I’m to uuSewtand, Fadette—
repose whioh is one of the leading traits as the still deeper furrows of age. Even stantly ridden by the nightmare, which
If I must read your words as plainestprose—
My presence matters not to yon— and— yet.
of the followers of Mohammed, woo, be- Jupiter appeared struck with his ap- is ten times worse than walking on foot
Suppose—
lieving that Allah governs all things, pearance, and questioned him as to the all day. Besides, I had got a bad tempurport
of
his
visit
SIu
take little pains to obtain the good
Suppose
per in exchange for a good one, and was
You are to understandme? You’re free
"Oh I mightv Jove,’’ exclaimed the always fretting at something. Then this
graces or avoid the frowns of fortune.
Do, if you wish ! And-oh ! the nvw’s froze ;
Among the raoe of indolent Mussul- old man in flatteringaccents, “ I have confounded toe of mine ah, what a What skating we shall have ! To-morrow we—
That’s Jose—
mans, Hakim was the most indolent passed my whole life in study and twinge !” exclaimed he, making a marvelHe was never known to go ont of his travel. I know all the past. I have ous wry face, and snatching up the pack
And Jose
way to avoid a misfortune or attain a seen all the present, but of the future I which the other had thrown away, walked Be hanged ! It seems to me, Miss Lowe, that you
Are acting rather lightly : rumor goee
gratification; and a great portion of his am aa ignorant as the child unborn. off with a firm stop to his daily labor.
That he— but since I seem to bore, adieu !—
time was passed in indolent contempla- Make me, I beseech thee, as wise as the
After these had retired, the wise man
. Suppose—
tion, so profound that, in time, he be- dead— let me know what is to come here- and the fool approached.
Suppoae
came known by no other name than that after.”
"lam sick of having nothing to think We say good-night.
of Hakim, the Dreamer.
" Oh I foolish and presumptuousmor- of,” said the one.
Good-night, sir, and rjood-bye l
He’. What does ihls mean, Fadette ? Are you—
His favorite place of resort was Son- tal, thou art ignorant, with all thy wis" I am tired of always thinking,” exWe’ll close
ari, an extensivecemetery, charmingly dom and experience,of what thon ask- claimed the other. "Since I became
This scene at once. My words are plain,air, I
situated on a projectingpoint nearly op- est Knowest thou not that all things wise, I find myself only the more con-Suppose ?
posite to the Seven Towers of the Se- are ordained by fate, and that thy scious of my ignorance, and my sole
Compose
raglio, and where, amid the dead of past knowledge will only make thee more amusement is in laughing at those fools
Yourself, Fadette.
My name, sir, is Miss Lowe
ages, he smoked his pipe, gazed around wretched, by showing thee a thousand who pass their whole lives in learning
He. Come, come, Fadette,do look beyond your
unconscious of the inspiration of the evils thon canst Dot avoid and rendering much and knowing nothing. Give me
nose,
And—
magnificentscene spread ont before him, thee incapable of enjoying the ‘pres- my cap and bells. Good-by wisdom and
and fell into a state of mind, betwixt ent, in the dread of the future ?’ But, welcome folly.” So saying he departed, She. Here’s your ring, sir
I receive,It, though
sleepingand waking, in which, though take thy wish ; go, and become as wise making enormous grimaces and cutting
Suppose—
$ n and a bachelor ; next

He.

!"

WHh

question snd Joke aud anecdote,
rnbea bis hat, they dust bis coat,
tall the household gathers near—
nrchlns, eager to see and hear,
d large-eyed,dark-eyed, shy young mother,
Widow <rf Tom’s udlucky brother,
Who turned out ill, aud was drowned st the mill
The stricken old people mourn him still.
And the hope of their lives in him undone
But grief for the dissolute,ruined son—
Their beet beloved and oldest boyla all forgotten,or turned to joy,
;

How Tom’a come home.
YatTtam was never the favored child,
hough Tom was steady and Will was wild !
vd often his own and hia brother’sshare
f blows and blame he was forced to bear ;
Till at last he said, “ Here is no room
FOr both— I go !" Now he to whom
Scant grace was shown, has proved the one
Large-hearted, upright, trusty son ;
And well may the old folks Joy to find
Hia brow so frank and his eye so kind,
No shadow of all the past allowed
To trouble the preaent hour, or cloud
His welcome home.
Hia trunk unlocked, the lid he lifts,
And lays out curious, coetly gift* ;
For Tom has prospered since he went
Into his long self-banishment.
Bach youngster's glee, as he hugs bis share,
The widowb aurprise,and the old folks’ air
Of affectionatepride In a son so good,
Thrillhim with generous gratitude.
And he thinks, “ Am I that lonely lad
Who went off friendless,poor and sad,
That dismal day from my father’sdoor?”
And can it be true that ho is here once more
In his childhood’shome 7

;

as the dead.”

imagination often usurps their empire
and palms npon them a thousand deceptions. One calm summer evening
when the long, lingeringtwilight threw
its soft, hazy vail over the face of nature,
and the Propontis lay spread ont before
him without a ripple, Hakim was seated
under the shade of an aged tree that
threw ita wide branches over the tomb of
the famous Derrina A1 Hader, renowned
for his sanctity among all orthodox Mussulmans. The scene was beautiful beyond description. On one hand lay
stretchedout before him the vast capital
of the empire of the Crescent,which,
though shorn of its beams, still retains
the vestiges of its former magnificence,
rising from whose bosom might bo seen
the glittering domes and minarets of the
splendid mosques of St. Sophia, of the
Sultan Valida, and of Solyman, the
Magnificent.On the other hand, the
glassy mirror of the- Propontis, glowing
with the purple rays of the setting sun,
and thickly covered with vessels, whose
white sails hung idly from the mast,
spread far and wide, bounded, in the
distance, by the smiling coast of the
ancient Nicomedia. Hi another direction might be seen the opening of the
far-famed Bosphorus,on whose shores

At that moment the old man shudEven the immortal Jove could not for- You do, sir ?— yon—
Enough, Miss Lowe. Farewell
dered, and ran away as fast as his feeble bear smiling at this exhibition,and was
’Tis best. I’ve been deceived In yon. God knows
limbs would permit, looking behind indulging his merry humor, when there
Coquette! a heartless flirt ! a haughty belle
with glaring eyes, as if chased by a approached the aged man, with veneraWho chose—
thousand fiends.
ble countenanceand long white beard
Suppose—
When the prescribed period had sweeping down over his breast, on whom Oh!— oh! let’s part
as friends! I hate you—
there
passed, which seemed to Hakim but a had been bestowed the knowledge of
He. Fadette! why, sweet, In tears! This surely
moment, the trumpet was again sound- futurity.
shows

the most stupendous capers.

He.

1

She.
!

ed, and, to his astonishment, not only
the crowd was as great as before, but
constitutedthe very Fame persons. The
goddess greeted them with a significant
smile, and, looking wistfullyat Jove,
who gave a gracious nod, asked, one
by one, what they desired. The first

that came were the master and his
slave, the former of whom answered as
follows

:

“ To exchange lots again. I
ol having no will of my own.”

"And

am

tired

"have learned
much more trouble to govern
be governed. Give me my pack
I,” said the other,

that it is

than to
again.”

Next came the bachelor and the marman. The former, on being inter-

ried

!

;

;

She.

You'll pardon me, a brute
" Thou mayest remember, Oh mighty
And— Frank— well ne’er
Jupiter,”said he, "that exactly one year
Suppose.
—Scribner
for
September.
ago, I, in the presumptuous ignorance

!

!

;

II

;

;

;

;

!

!

•

•

!

my soul, begged of thee the gift of
knowledgeof the future as well as of the
Pith and Point.
past and present. Thou didst graciously
The proper name for a quack docgrant my request, and, like yonder fool, tress — Charlotte- Ann.
I went my way rejoicing. But ever
The woman who tried to kill Prince
since that hour I have enjoyed neither
Gortschakoff
" is reticent.” Bet a dolpeace nor rest. The recollections of the
lar she’s a man Y'— Graphic.
past, the happiness of the present, are
It is impolite to speak of a man being
all swallowed up in the contemplation of
the future, and the dread anticipation of confined in jail. They say ho Is " tema„train of certain evils and sufierings poiarily inhaling a strained atmosphere.”
that pass like grim specters before my
Probably you have heard why a minaching eyes, foretelling and foredoom- ister delivering his peroration is like a
ing unutterable woes to come. Take ragged boy. Because he’s to’rd his
back thy gift, Oh 1 mighty Jove ! and lot close, you know. It is hardly apparelel
me be blind as before !”
case, however.— Boston Transcript.
Jupiter shook bis ambrosial curls and
The bnmble-bee,the bumblo-be*,
He flow to tho top of the tulip-tree
gave the nod of fate. The old man
He flow to the top, but he could not stop,
seemed relieved of a mighty burden,
For bo had to get home to bis early tea.
The bumble-bee,the bumble-bee,
but, after standing a few moments,
He flew away from the tulip-lree;
sighed and said, "Alas! what now reRut he made a mistake, and flew into tho lake,
mains for an old man like me I”
And ho never got home to his early tea.
"To be content with thy lot in this —St. SicIwlaJt/vrSeptember.
world, and deserve a better if thou canst,
"Althonso, dear, what is the differcried Jupiter, in a voice so loud and ence between our Thanksgiving and
dread that it aroused Hakim from his those revolted Turkish provinces?”
revery, and, seeing that darkness had " Really, Clementina, I can’t say. What
gathered around, he knocked the ashes is it?” "Why, you see, here wo have
out of his pipe and returned to the city, Turkey in Christians;there they have
pondering on his dream.
Christiansin Turkey.”
of

;

:

,

Suppose

!

;

:

She.

!

the senses are not actually dormant, the

rogated by the goddess, replied:
" Beneficent lady, I come for my old
pack. Be pleased to understand, however, that I admire such beautiful goddesses as you are, and reverence the
the adventurousArgonauts landed in highly- respectableinstitution of matritheir search for the golden fleece ; where mony. Yet inasmuch as the colt which
Pollux slew the giant Amycus ; where is expected to be obedient under the
good old Phineus was persecuted by the saddle must be bridled betimes, so, may
Harpies, and which is infamous in the it please your divinity, should the bacheTis hard to think of his brother dead.
And a widow and orphana here in his stead
eyes of all the advocates of free trade lor be broke in early, or he will, perad8o littleseems changedsince they were young
for being the first place on record where venture,kick up incontinently.” With
The row of hats where the hats were hung
The checkered chimney and hearth of bricks
a custom house was established.
this, he eagerly seized his old pack, and
The sober old clock with its lonesometicks
But Hakim saw not these beauties. hied away, paying a compliment, to a
And shrill, loud chime for the flyingtime
He was unconscious of the present, and beautiful damsel as he passed.
The stairs the bare feet used to climb,
Tom ebssiug his wild bedfellow Will ;
of the past he was ignorant His eyes
The married man who had exchanged
And there is the small, low bed-room still,
indeed roved from one object to another, his pack with the bachelor hereupon
And the table he had when a littlelad
Ah, Tom, does it make yon sad or glad,
but without seeing anything, and his eagerly seized that he bad just discardThis coming home?
mind was equally excursivewithout ed, and was making off with it, when
dwelling
on any one object. But his the goddess demanded what reason he
Tom's heart is moved. “ Now. don’t mind me
imagination remained wide awake, ex- had to be dissatisfiedwith the lot he had
I am no stranger guest," cries he.
"And, father,I say!" with theold-tuhe laugh—
cited aa it was by |the fumes of his pipe, chosen.
“ Don’t kill for me any fatted calf !
re-enforcedby i pill of opium, which
"May it please your goddesship,
But go now and show me the sheep and swine
Aad the cattle— where is that colt of mine?—
Hakim, being an absoluteteetotaler,was replied he, " the moment I regained mv
And the farm and crops— is harvest over?
accustomed to swallow te give additional freedom I did not know what to do with
I d like a chance at the oats and clover
zest to his reveries. At lengthfby de- myself. Being resolved to make the
I can mow, youTl find, and cradle and bind,
Umd hay, stow away, pilch,rake behind
grees, the entire scene around him most of my newlv-acquiredliberty, I
For 1 know a scythe from a we -sweep yet,
faded away, or at least he became for a plunged into all the gayeties of life
In an hour I’ll make you quite forget
That I’ve been from home.”
time totally unconscious of ita existence visited all places of public amusement
as well as his own, end the following frequented the society of ladies, where
He alneks from ita peg au old farm hat,
pageant passed over his head :
I made love to them, and was langhet
Aad with eordialchat upon this and that,
Tom walk* with his father about the place.
It seemed as if he were transported, at; and, in short, labored harder in the
Ham* a pensive grace in bis fine young face
he knew not how, to those times and pursuit of pleasure than I ever did to
As thsy loiter under the orchard trees,
regions in which mankind embodied please my wife or support my family.
Aa he breathes once more the mountain breeze,
Aad looks from the hillside far away,
their own passions, feelings and appe- I found myself in the situation of a top
Omr pasture and fallow and field of hay,
tites in the form of gods and worshipped which cannot stand without a goot
To the hazy peaks of the azure range,
Which change forever,yet never change.
monsters of their own creation. It whipping, and so I came back for my
The wild, aweet winds his welcome blow
chanced that he arrived at the moment pack again.”
Xren old Monadnock seems to know
when Jupiter, becoming tired with the
Next in order came the childless
That Tom’s come home.
never-ceasingcomplaints of the human couple and the couple having many
The old man stammers and speaks at last ;
race concerning the unequal distribution children, who exchange their lots once
“Ysw notice your mother is failingfast,
of happiness,and disgusted with their more, one declaring that childrengave
Though she can’t see it. Poor Will’s disgrace
And debts, and the mortgageon the place ;
perpetual envy of each other’s lot, had more trouble than pleasure; the other
H» redden death -’twas a dreadful blow
determinedto punish them in a most | that the cares and anxieties of the parent
She couldn’t bear up like a man, you know.
exemplary manner, by granting tneir were doubly repaid by that pleasure of
Sbrt talked of yon since the trouble edme
Some things la the past abe seems to blame
prayers and permittingthem to ex- possessing these pledges of love. "Of
Hem If for ; what, it is hard to tell.
change lots with those whose situation all the vexations of this world,” exI marvel how she keeps round so well,
For often all night she lies twske.
in life they consideredmost happy. claimed the first, "cross, disobedient
I’m thankful, If only for her sake,
Accordingly he had commanded the children are the worst;” "and of all the
That you’ve come home."
goddess Fame to proclaim by sound of enjoyments of this world,” cried the
trumpet to tne uttermost ends of the second, "there is nothing equal to the
They vifcff the field ; Tom mows with the men
And now they oome round to the porch again.
earth, that all those who were discon- smiles and endearments of infancy.”
5b* mother draws Tom aside ; let sink
tented with their lot, or envied that of
They were followed by the king anc
Her voice to a whisper, and, ** What do you think ?
Yon see,” she says, “ he is broken quite.
others, should come together at the the beggar, the former of whom retair.ee
BsmHImea he toasts and grosna all eight,
foot of Olympus, bringing their cares, little, and the latter had acquired much
And— Tom, it is hard, it is hard indeed
anxieties, misfortunesand sufferingsin of the air noble.
The mortgage, and go map; mouths to feed
Bnt UH
tan him he must not worn’
wo
so,
a sack, for the purpose of exchanging
"Weill” said the goddess, inquir
Aad work so tvurd, for ha don’t know
with those whom they most envied.
rngly.
That be hasn’t the strength of a youhg
er man.
Ooussel him, oogpforthim, all you can,
Quick as thought, and ere the echoes
"Let me be« king once more,” said
While you’reat home.”
of the trumpet had ceased to reverbe- the monarch; "though in some respects
rate among the recesses of Olympus, it there is no great difference between us.
Teas* heart is full ; ho moves away,
seemed to Hakim as if the entire human Both are beggars, having nothing bat
Aad ponderswhat he will do and my.
And worn advening all are met,
race was in motion. Myriads on myriads what they derive from the labors of
Tfe* tea Is taWS, the tablo set,
/
came rushing upward, treading on each others. The king is, however, a beggar
Bat when the old mao, with bended head,
la reverent, fervent tones has said
other’s heels and striving to get fore- in a greater sense, and that makes the
The opening phnae of his simple grace,
most, that they might have the first station more dignified.”
c falters, the tears course down his face ;
choice among the mountains of packs
"Give me my pack again,” said the
Wat the wcadrseem cold, and the sense of the old
M fona is tM/acsk hie josr to hpld j „ , \J
that soon rose almost as high as the seat beggar, "for may I be phlebotamized—
And broken secants tot eipr* m
of Jove. Amid the dim obscurity of a that is to say, bitten to death by fleas— if
The npheaved heart’sdeep thankfulness.
Now Tom’s come home.
vision it was impossible for Hakim to re- I had not rather eat crumbs out of my
member the vast diversity of eases that hat, sleep under a sky blanket,and wear
presented themselves, or what infinite my birthday snit all the year, than take
modes and forms of real or imaginary the trouble of governing suoh a diswho hia onir to sign his name,
sufferings occasioned by an abuse of the orderly, discontented,disobedientset of
To lift the mortgageand clear the score,
blessings bestowed by Providence, were rascally Democrats as now make the task
BboaM never have had that chance before.
From this time forth you are free from care ;
huddled together in the mighty mass. of governing mankind, which was forTear troubles I ihWc; ysur burdens 1 bear.
A few onlv were afterward distiiiotlvre- merly as easy as kiss your hand, rather
Bo promiseto quit hard stork, and my, .jmembered by him, and when there more than driving a herd of swine.
That you’ll give yourselves a holiday.
Jknr, father ! now, mc4Knv! you cant refuse ;
seemed to be no more ooming the god- Oome, my old friend,” continued he,
Itar whet’s s son for, and what’s the use
dess again sounded her trumpet, pro- shouldering his pack and limping away
Of his coming home?"
claiming that all those who at the expi- after his majesty, of whom he begged
And an there is a cheer in the house to-night,
ration of a year became dissatisfiedwith charity in the most earnest and affecting
lima hardly hold eo much delight.
their exchange of lots, might return to manner.
Tom wanders forth aoroas the lot,
that which they had discarded.
The rich man and the poor laborer
Aad, under the stare-thouahTom U not
Bajiioas as boys sometimeshave been—
The first who deposited their packs, came next, and seemed to have exchangThanks Heaven, that turned his thoughtfrom sin,
AM Messed him. endAronght him home once more. according to the recollectionof Hakim, ed persons as well as lots, for the former
And now he knocks at a cottage door,
were a master and his slave, who, by the looked hard and scanty, while the latter
Ftor one who has waited many a year
sovereign will of Jove, exchanged lots had become bilious and bloated, and
I u hope that thrilling sound to hear ;
with each other, and both went their halted marvelously in his gait. They
»• happy aa other neana may be,
cl

!

A

Small-Sized Candidate.

Biddy— "Did yez iver see a finer
wake, a nicer funeral or a purtier corpse

Sammy is a very little fellow, than Paddy’s?” Kate— "Niver a
in that respect he resembles Na- wanst.” Biddy— "And do yez know
poleon, Aaron Burr, Gen. Grant, and Paddy was that natural loike, had he
Lord John Bussell, a fact, however, come to life and got ont of his coffin to
which does not make him in the least see himself in it, bedad he himself
proud of his siz3. One morning a wouldn’t have known he was dead.”
Saratoga washerwoman, at tho hotel
Rome lias one of the shrewdest and
wheie the Governor stopped, was unloadmost reliableweather prophets in the
ing her basket of linen in the presence
world. Being asked whether he thought
of the lady guest, by whom she was
employed. When she had deposited this would be a cold winter or not, he
about half the wash npon the bed tho looked at the sun, dng up some roots of
grass, examined the husks ol a dozen
lady suddenly detected a strange-looking
ears of corn, and then said, impressively,
garment among the lot, and, snatching
" I don’t know.” Events will undoubtit up exclaimed
edly
prove that he was right.
"What’s that?”
" That’s all right,” returned Bridget.
A man whose reputationwas none of
"All right, nonsense,” continuedthe the best, recently retired into the counlady, elevating the mysteriousarticle try to enjoy his m-gotten gains. A genand calling the washerwoman’s attten- tleman, noticing that he always carried
tion to the initials, "S. J. T.,” on the a heavy stick at night, asked: "Why
neck-band; "don’t you see it’s one of this precaution? Doesn’t he know that
the Governor’s night-shirts ?”
the road is safe ?” " Of course, ’’rephed
"Be me sowl, yer right,” added a friend ; "he is the last man not to be
Bridget, solemnly. "Shure I t’o’t it aware of the efficiency of the police.”
Uncle

and

:

was wan av the babby’s gowns.”
—Brooklyn Argus.
Curious Lawsuit.
The Springfield(Me.) Reporter gives
an account of a fnnny lawsuit in that
town, brought in tho name of the estate
of Ira Brackett against John H. Powers,
for assault and battery on a bov named
George A. Brackett. Ira Brackett, tho
grandfather, wanted the boy George’s
hair cut, and told the barber to cut it as
short as he could over the comb. It was
done so, but that was shorter than they
thought for, so he brought snit for damages. The family made the boy eat with

_

his hat on, because they can’t bear bis

him to
the boys will laugh at him.
No malice was shown, and the barber
looks at the table, and don’t send
school, for

was discharged.

Spiders and Snakes In Connecticut*
In Nelson Williams’ cellar a spider
had prepared his web between a barrel

" Why, husband,” exclaimed a Chicago wife, not long since, "there goes our
old neighbor’sfamily in a bran-new rig—
coSdh, horses and coachman. Has he

gone into bankruptcy again?” "No,
he hasn’t gone into bankruptcy,” replied the husband, knowingly, "but
you remember he was eleoted to the city
Council last year!” N. B.— Chicago
Aldermen get no salaries.
A gebtain physician on the Public
Square, says tho Cleveland Leader, has
a large card hung up in his office with
these words printed thereon: . "Book
agents and peddlers charged five dollars
an hour for conversation. ’’'‘ The other
day a book agent came and was just beginning a rigmarole about "the latest
and best work on —
” when the physician pointed to the card. He read the
words over bat onoe, when he handed
the phjsichuf a five-dollar bill and was
about to commence operations again,
when the man of medicine said: "Take

and tub, and there, suspended from the a chair, please, and keep your money.
ground, hung a small snake about ten Hand me your subscriptionbook.’’ He
has now tonight a brace of derringers.
or eleven inches in length. The thread
If anybody still dings to the idea that
of the web had been ingeniouslytwisted
or woven around the tail of the unfor- Detroit is an old fogy town that man is
tunate reptile, and it was evident that he laying up sorrow for his souk They do
bad been drawn up from the ground. business here without any fooling around
The spider seemed anxiouslywatching or clawing off. Yesterday,after dinner,
his squirming victim from one corner of a man walked into a Grand River avenue
the web, probably waiting for life to be- grocery and said : "Name’s Jones—
come extinct. The snake remained in No. 18 Smith street— send up butter—
this precarious attitudefor thirty-six nice and hard-^feur pounds— chr-ge ik”
hours, and then escaped."— DantetevfMc The grocer was posting ry bis cash
book, aniPwitnout even raising his eyes
Transcript,
from the page he replied. "Butter’s
cash— can't do it.” "AU right— go t’
A man who succeeds
thunder
1” said the customer, as he
counterfeit 50 cent note
in his pocket two weeks] fea to bed with turned to go. "I will— good-by,” rea deeper feeling of sat faction than if plied the grocer, and in another minute
be had earned 825 legitij itely.— iVorWa- the store was as lonely as before.— AVcc
Press.
town Herald.
i

•

THE PACIFIC ISL1NDS.
Their R»ce>, Peeple, and Traits.

Oapt. Simpson, who has been explorthe Pacific ocean ior the past five
ears, has lately delivereda most interesting lecture at Sherborne, in England,
upon the islands and the population
wnich he visited in his travels. He has
given very curious details about the
Saloman islands, about which very little
is known. It has been believedby Darwin and other sages that all these islands
were once united and formed a continent. Some of them were coral, others
basalts or of volcanic formation. Several
of them are surrounded by coral reefs of
300 or 400 miles, in the interior of which
are four or five large islands. The real
volcanic islands have - reefs very near
their snores. ^All the sea between New
Guinea and Australia being on a single

ing

bottom

level, anchors may

be sunk in
any place, and there is no doubt these
two countrieswere once united. These
islands are inhabited by two distinct
races, though there are a great vanety of
inhabitants. One is that people which

inhabit the Caroline, Marshall, and Gilbert islands, who are Malays, with long,
straight, and generallyblack hair. The
others are tne Papuans, a race with
woolly and crisped hair. The Tongans,
the New Zealanders,and the Samoans
are mixtures of the two races. According to a tradition of the New Zealanders
they came either from Samoa or Tonga.
The people of these islands are expert
navigators. They sometimes start oft
for six months in a flotilla of canoes and
travel several hundred miles in that manner. Upon one of the Saloman islands
Capt. Simpson met seven men and four
or five women, who had started in canoes
upon a voyage of 1,400 miles. At the
Strong islands we saw one of the
most astonishing constructionsin the
world ; it is of stone, twenty feet in
length, roughly hewn, and is surroimded
by immense trenches. He questioned
the tribes of this island in vain upon the

country. The island is
inhabited by a degenerate race. The
connectionof the islanders with the
Europeans is very disadvantageous to
traditions of the

to escape these man-chases that the
savages retire into trees, together with
their families, to pass the nights. Capt.
Simpson ascended to.one of these cabins.
It was situated at a height of eighty
feet, and was reached by a vine ladder.
The Captain has brought a slip of this
vine back with him ; it resembles a slip
of a gigantic Erench bean-stalk. It is
of the size of a large scimitar. These
airy houses have lost a neat deal of
their value since the natives nave learned
is

the use of revolvers.

The Grace Darling of America.

Ida Lewis, the “Grace Darling of
America,” continues to be an object of
attraction, and daily she receives callers
at the little Lime Rock Lighthouse, located in this harbor, near Fort Adams.
It is several years since she has saved
any lives, yet she is ever on the alert to
render assistancewhen needed. The
only occupants of the lighthouse now
besides herself are her sister and mother,
her father having died a few years ago.
Not finding married life congenialto her
taste, Ida returned to her romantic
home, and is again known bv the name
of “Lewis,” instead of “Wilson,” and
it is not probable that she will again
leave her aged mother for the attractions of married life. Daily she may be
seen in the harbor managing her rowboat— one of the prettiest in the place,
and one of her numerous presentsfor
her gallantry in saving life — and, of
course, her movements are watched by
the strangers upon being informed that
she is the young lady of whom they have
heard so often. A few days ago she
went to Rocky Point, and, like numerous other ladies, engaged a boat and
went rowing. She thought no one knew
her, but in this she was mistaken, for
she had no sooner pushed off when the
excursionists at that place rushed to the
wharf to see her wonderful movements.
She remained in the boat for a long
time, and showed the curious spectators
what she could do with a boat. Everybody was delighted, and she was repeatedly applauded. It was one of the chief
attractions at that

charming summer reand the lessee of the

sort on that day,
the former ; they nave contractedhabits place thought it would be a good idea
of drunkenness and other vices, which to have her visit that locality every day
has caused a rapid depopulation.Ten for the benefit of the guests. Frequent-

years ago the Strohg islands had 2,000
inhabitants; in 1874 they were reduced
to 250. The islandersare very simple
and quiet in their ways.

When

Capt. Simpson visited the
house of the King, he found his wife, a
charming little woman, seated before an
embroidery stand. She spoke English
very well, and was very affable and
polite ; but later, when he bought four
cows for his ships, he noticed that one
of them was that of the wife of the
American missionary,and that it had
been stolen by His Majesty. Upon the
neighboring island ho was struck with
the difierencebetween the two people.
Upon this island, one mile and a half in
length and one mile in width, and which
is of stone, he found 2,000 inhabitants
and he attributes this fact to the isolation in which they live, far from all
white people. They are very inoffensive, and have never even seen a man-of-

war. A

pirate in whose pursuit the
Captain had been sent, paid a pension
to the chief as long as he needed it, and
they lived in the best understanding.
The inhabitants own a great number of
tortoises,weighing as much as 300
pounds apiece, and which they willingly
part with for a pinch of tobacco. They
are of a far more robust temperament
than those who have been in continual
relations with Europeans. Capt. Simpson also visited the beautifulisland of
Lugona, the inhabitants of which are
very simple. They are very black and
wear long hair. The men particularly

Wilhoft’s Fever and Ague Tonic.—
This medicine is used by constructioncompanies for the benefit of their employes,when engaged in malarial districts.The highesttestimonials have been given by contractorsand by
the Presidentsof some of the leading railroads
in the Bonth and West. When men are congregatedin large numbers in the neighborhood
of ewampe and riven, Wilhoft’s Tonic will
prove a valuable additionto the stock of medicines, and will amply reward the company in
the saving of time, labor and money. We recommend it to aft. O. B. Finlay A Co., Proprietors, New Orleans.
Fob sale by all Dbuogists.

Pimples on the face, rough skin,
chapped hands, saltrhenmand all cutaneous
affectionscured, the akin made soft and
smooth, by the use of Juniper Tar Soap. That
made by Oaawell, Hazard A Co., New York, is
the only kind that can be relied on, as there
Are many imitations, made from common tar,
which are

worthless.

HONEST

OPINION

!

Mr. H. R. StxvxhS:
Otar sir
Sir
This u
Is to show that mv son was taken nek
in January. IBM, with Scrofula, which came out In large
•ores and ulcera on hla leg and hip. Hie 'eg wa« swelled
more than twice Its natural alas. He had severaldoctor* of high sUndinK In their profewkm—two from Boston and throe from Cbarleatown-wlthuut getting a bit
better. He was obligedto lie wherever he was placed,
for hs had no nu of hii limbs whatever. When we had

..

himself.

_____

May

10,

MX

Trenton stroet, Charlestown,Masai

a drug store to
got a bottle of Johruorit Anodyne Liniment VEGETINE
for the Rheumatism. Thedruggwtasked tim
in what part of the body it troubled him most.
“Be me soul,” said he, “I have it in ivery
houl and corner er me."

In

PAPER WAREHOUSE
Which

m

stocked with m (all 11*0

te

and
.

The above plate bnt honest statement conclusively
•hows the quick and thorough cleansingeffsete of the

An Irishman called at

In connection with oar large BBADTPRIMT Establishmentwo hhvo apeaeff a

.

•ore* ran *o bad that we had to change
.....
four or five time* a day. Still, hs was getting better;
for he could move his limbs and help hltnaelf a littl#.
Hs was non able to alt up In bed. and, by constant nu
of VKORTINK, it has cured him. Hs has a lams leg.
which he wlU probablyhave for Ufa : but w* all honestly
bailee*if w* had used VKOKT1NK before we had
botheredwith thou doctors, It would have saved the use
of his leg, and restored It to naturalhealth. I hope all
thou troubledwith Scrofulawill read thia testimonyof
me and my son, who la now wsll, and able to speak (or
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PRINTERS.

Scrofula,

JKTS

off

sim mi,

XTMY

kind or

Cards and Oardboaxff,
-AND—

st:

Colored Print Papers,

world.

For loss of cud, horn ail, red water in
cows; loss of appetite, rot, or murrain in sheep ;
thick wind, broken wind, and roaring,and for
all otwtruotionof the kidneys in horses, use
Sheridan's Cavalry Condition Powdei-s.
Vegetine has never failed to effect a
and strength te the system

Fine Flat Papers,

Nearly Blind!

Ruled Papers,

H.R.8tkvxns:
others,

Tinted Papers,

I will state
eight or nine year* old I was afflicted with
Scrofula, which made Its appearance in
aye*, face
and head, and I was vary near blind tor two years. All
of operations were pe:rfortned on my eye*, and
to no good result.Finally, the
principally
aettied In ray body, limbs and Ifeet, and at tunes In an ag-

cure, giving tone

debilitated by disease.

:

Cover Papers,

When

my

1

Book Papers,

1

dluau

Ague is always caused by malaria. Shalleugraveled way.
berger’s Pills always cure it. Price $1.00.
lost summer I was. from some cause, weak In my
pine and kidneys, and it was st timet very hard to retain the nrlne. Seeing your advertisement
it In the Com.
Matt who are infferlnffrom tbs effect* of th* warn mrreial, I bought a bottle of VEGETIN1
R, and commenced
using
according
to
directions.
In
two or three
t
weather end an debilitated, are adrieedbv phyticlan*to
fonr or five hotdays I obtainedgreat relief. After nsing foe
tak* moderate amoanteof whlikj two or throe time* tie* I noticedIt had a wonderful effect on the rough,
scaly blotcheson my body and legs. 1 still used VKGKduring the da/. In a littl*while thoee who adopt thia TINR. and the humorous sores one after another disap.
pesred until they were all jrone^nd I attribute the cure
ad tIc* fnqaeaU/Incraa** the n amber of " drink*," and
of the two dluases to VEGETINK,and nothing else.
If I am ever affected with anythingof the kind again.
In Urn* beoom* •onflrmedInebriate*.A beveragewhich
I shall try VEGETINE ** the onlv reliable remedy.
will not create thint for IntoxloatincUqoon, and which Once more accept my thanks,and believe me to be,
Very respectfully.
la intendedeepeclally for the benefit of debilitated
perAUSTIN PARROTT,
•on*,

Ne.

whether at home or abroad,la Dr. Schenck’* Be*

86

Gano street,Cincinnati, O.

Dec. 1.1871

Weed Tonic. Containing th*
herb*,

Jnlce*

of man/ medicinal

Manila Papery
Envelopes,
Printer's Inks, Roller Composition,
Printer's Furniture,which

we

remarkably low figures for Cash.
Orders for type of any kind

1

Ailed with the utmost dispatch.
We Invite comspondsncs,and will be pit
estimate*,as we are certain we can meet
successfully.Send for our price* before buyiiw
where.

CHICAGO NEWSPAPER UMO»,

this preparaUon doe* not create an appetitefor

114 Monroe Btroet, Chleops^l

cap. The nourishing and th* llfeenp- Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists,
porting properties of many valuablenaturalproduction*
the AGES, Our
contaht»d In it, and well known to medical men, have a 2 Outfit*
5 core ff" Governmentand History. Goodsperu'B
moet strengtheningInfluenceA single bottle of the
Book. Bible and Map Houu, Ohicauo.
the Intoxicating

B?<m>TPRI!VT8

Tonic will demonstrate 1U valuable quallde*. For de8IVXN BOOT R«w
bilityarisingfrom *lckneas, over exertion, or from any
BuIWo CIU tUroIxr
! !
Bnt with 100
cause whatever,a winenj lawfulof Sea Weed Tonic taken
of Disease, the
rMpaforSA Poll Nimn Pun. Baiiifetlnrimatod.IlltutnttS
after meals will strengthen the stomachand create an
CUslori, Fan. AddraM WISTIRN OUN WORKJi., CaKteo, III
to
appeUte for wholesome food. To all who are about leavRailroad and Expreu builneu
ing their homea, we desire to say that the excellent effects
la the Grand Old
taught Good wages earned
of Dr. Schenck’s seasonable remedies,Sea Weed Tonic
while learning. Situationsfurand MandrakePills, are particularly evidentwhen taken
nished. Send stamp for clroular.Addrees WEBTEtiN
by thoee who are Injuriouslyaffected by a change of Union Telxqbaph Institute, Box 790, Freeport,111.
water and diet No peraon should leava home without
Tour name printed on
taking a supplyof these safeguardsalong. For sals by
SO
50 Transparent
all Druggist*.
Cards, containinga scene when held to the light (60
designs), sent postpaidfor 35 cents ; 6 packs, I namss.il.
Noothor card-printer has the same. Agents wanted ; outC
(HOn a day at home. Samples worth $1 sent fit 10 ots. Oaxd-Pbiitu, Lock-Box D, Ashland, Mas*
bO
free. STINSON A CO., PorUaud. Ma.
a day Sire. lll«itr*tedratalogiw/r«».ofn>ir
I
WOT C
fun Chromo*. Crayom, and Unutiful Plilur*
a Day. Employmentfor all. Chromo A Noveltv
.Card,of oolM mtn.womvD,and I’retUlt11U o (
Cataloguefree. Felton A Co.,119 Numhuu St.,N. Y
Til F, HtlDY
A
Oi
xj.u. FloralAddreM.Vliltlng,Reward, Motto, Comic, and TranrparcutCard*. 195«mpl«,wnrth$5,»cntpna*rald
forNftcvnt*.
ANIMAT.,
BEST
on Steam Engineering. Send two
J. H. BUFFO RD’8 SONS. BOSTON. MASS. EsUUl.hcd1630.
YIELD TO ITS
A ___ .
•tamps for Catalogue. F. KEPPY, Pub., Bridgeport,Ct.
costing; J5c.. BOc. oril-OO,haaoftm savod
the life of a
being, and restored to
DTft P A
T° sell rubber stamps. Terms free. II.
lifi and usefulness many *
JDiU liil S. PARRISH, P. O. box 2W, Chicago.

REVOLVERS

CW

$3.00 The Enemy

ly in this harbor she passes others engaged in the same business,and by her
movements challengesthe gentlemen or
lady occupants of the boats to a race.
They are usually beaten, and a few days
ago she led by twenty yards another
f
9£U
row-boat manned by a veteran in the 90
business, and who, in the collection of
ship news, is obliged to use his oars
every day. She is quite young, not beBOOKS
ing over thirty, and is considered very
fair-looking by those who are judges of
V
such matters. * She speaks of the many
lives she has saved with unusual modft
A GENTS wanted,on salary or commission. New busl* boot, git lac mamicr of treatment,oertiffcamof eure. etc.
esty, and we have never heard of her Xa. ness. Addroes J. B. Massey A Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Audrt-Hs DR. I- II. GBATIUNY,
expressingherself otherwisethan thankBox 593. I’Lt“
0.
t*
ful that it was her duty to risk her own
cago.
Em°Mo MT^Co^lMJ?/
life for the benefit of others. She takes
Asthma.— Get the genuine remedy, fl.00 per box by A
for the
the responsibility of having the light-, mall.
Sold by druggist*. Ad’s D.Iangsll,Apple Credi,0.
house properly cared for, and the manner
MEDICAL ADVICE
Catarrh, Rupture. Opium Habit, Ac., SENT FREE •« 'ccolpt
has yet to be found who can say that the ASTHMA.
'*br,Butti'llirpenrary No. 12 N. 4th it, 8t. Louis, Ma
Lime Rock Lighthouse was not found

A NOVELTY.

MUSTANG
LINIMENT,
WHICH HAS STOOD
YRAHf.
MOT

810*825

$10

Fast

Man and Beut,

Pain

OF
HORSE OB
TilATDOEl
MAGIC TOUCH,
human
valiuhUhaN*

DOMESTIC

O-AJXTCErt..

CURE ftSSUREDMd^p'ri

5,U“T'

$200

BOOK

lighted every time he has entered or left
tins port, and it is

<2*9 OUTFIT FREE. Best Chance Vet Write
at Once. COLLINS ACO., 4 ClintonPlace, N.Y.

hoped the Govern-

n

HEALTH AND

HAPPINESS
FOR SUFFERING MILLIONS!
No externalremedy for fifty years has created far iC
so wide-spread n popularity In so short a time*

agents wanted for the great

»elf

Collins’ Volf « 1c Piaster. And deservedlysei
for no remedy has been so successfulin the carnal
Lameness, Soreness, Weakness,Numbness,and hsa
sells fasterthan any other book ever published. vans Pain* and Ache*. A .Ingle trialis convincing

Centennial history

will

for lilustratedcirculars.E.

A Chip

da^st^home^|[ent«wanted^Ouldti

MILLION.

Salary guaranteed to male and female.Send
continue to allow her to be its AAaWeek
4 U stamp for circulars. K. M. Bodlne, Indiana p’lls, Ind.
beeper as long as she is willing to perIt
Profitable. Pleasant wwk; handreda bow emform its onerous duties.—iVcwport Letployed . hundreds more wanted. M. N LovtU. Erie, Pa.
Ohioaqo,III.
ter in the New York Herald.
AWS FILED easily, SI New machine.Stamd

ment

<^2»

of the Old Block.

ROTH, New Oxford,Pa.

WANTED—

TravelingSalesmen sad for every county.
Liberal salary or oorumlaaion.
Gem ManTg Co., St. Louta.

COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLA8TE9

PATTON’S AMERICAN PEOPLE

I

The Press calls It " the best." Stilt where flimsy" Cantennlal Histories" have no chance; 1030 pages, Illustrations. Autographs, Map*, Charts, etc. Priet loir. A
$5 Steel Engraving (now at Memorial Art Hall, Centennial Kiaultlon) vi r«n to subscribers.
CAN VA8SKRN wanted on liberal terms.
J. B.
6i CO., New York and Chicago.

A funny story is told of the second
son of the Prince of Wales, Prince
Plctureof next
jf 0o"
George Frederic. He is a merry scamp,
fond of tricks, and no more awed by the
FORD
IN GOLD given away to every agent
Circularsfree. Samples 23 cte. Empire
majesty of his sovereign than most lads
Novelty Co., 307 Broadway, New York.
are of their grandmother. He was even
less amendable to discipline a few years
ago than he is now, and on one occasion ENGINEERSJSaSSSfi'Tf.teS'o^
Illustrated Circular lent free. S. B. ALLEN, Boston.
The bet 1 and eheapeitin market, on the line of the
when staying with the Queen at the casUnion Pacitio Railroad, in F.wtem Nebraska, for
solo
on long time and low rates of Interest Secure
short, and
tle, played her a pretty prank. She had
LARGE PROFITS.
a home now. Full informationabout lands, nrices.
allowed to appear in public. The Cap- a solemn dinner, at which a grand duke, Jr. Box 68, East Stodobton. Maibachusbits.
eta ; also new dwcripU.,
descriptivepamphlet, new number
o fof
IONEEB sent free to' all applicants.
Pro
tain saw savages on another island, Mr. Gladstone and Dean Stanley assistP.
R.
R..
Omaha,
Neb.
sr. U.
Invested in th* DAVIS. Land Oommlaaioner
e A samples free.
Hookadudos, of the same race as those ed. At dessert the childrenwere sent
8.M.8PE*CM%7WashCgton St .Boston.
of Lugona, who would not allow white for. When they came in George was
people to land upon their shores. They riotous. Grandmamma reproved him.
9*x
cent*.
even attacked a German brig which at- He went on heedlessly. Grandmamma Large DUooudU to AgtoU. J. H. BUKFOBD'aSONS. UOSTON.
110S7
960,0(10 Acres in SottlOwesl Missonri.
tempted to approach them, but .was was again obliged to interfere. At last
obliged to fly, after having escaped from the youngster became very obstreperFIRST-CLASS STOCK FARMS,
great danger.
ous,’ and he had to be sent under the
Excellent Agricultural Lands,
A Month.— Agents wanted. *6 best tailCapt. Simpson landed during the table, from whence he was not to emerge
ing articles In the world. One sample free.
until
he
had
confessed
his
sin
and
promand
best TOBACCO REGION in ths West. SHORT
night time ; the savages were so lightAddress JAY BRON BON Detroit, Mich WINTERS. NO GRASSHOPPERS, good Market, and
ened that they immediately fled to an- ised amendment. He was very quiet—
a Healthy Country.
R. R. fkre reduced. Telegraphing free.
other island. The Captain* made a tour to everybody’s surprise, but, when chalPrices $2.50 to $10.00 an Acre.
of the place and found thirty or forty lenged assured his imperturbable grandcanoes. He vainly tried to approach mamma that he was not yet quite good, at Bayliks' Great Business College,Keokuk, low
Terms : One tenth down, balance In seven years at
7 per cent Interest
the savages by showing them presentsof but would be soon. At last he was satFKKE TRANSPORTATION
pearls, necklaces, mirrors, etc., but they isfied with his own condition, and
emerged
as
naked
as
when
he
was
born.
to
the
lands
furnishedpurchasers. For circulars, guides,
could not make up their minds to admit
SportingGoods. Novelties, Rare Books, etc. New Goods maps, etc.,address
white people among them. These sav- He thotaght that he could not do better lor Agents.BALDWIN A CO., Ill Nassau St, N. Y.
A. L DEANE, Land Commissioner, St. Louis.
ages are almost entirely naked. Their than his first parents, and returned,
PER WEEK GUARANTEED to Agents.
therefore,
to
a
state
of
Paradisaical
inarms are lanoes, slings and stones.•Capt
Male and Female, in their own locality.
TO PARENTS.
Terms and OUTFIT FREE. Address
Simpson managed to get possessionof nocence.
P. O. VICKERY A CO.. Augusta, Maine.
an earring, which he took from the ear
J# your child iff Buffering from worms,
If you want the best ulling article
The Law oi Horse-Hire.
of a savage ; it is a sort of tortoise-shell
in the world and a solid gold patent
chaiii, two yards in length. They bore
The Rural Sun has the following : It
use
Dil 'Wishart’s Worm Sugar Drops,
lever watch, free of out, write a!
E A CO.. 765 Broadway. N. Y.
great holes in their ears and also in the has been decided that when a horse or
an old and reliable remedy, that never
skin of their necks, to support the carriageis let out for hire for the pur- VOUB own KASQMS In oil eoloro. to show eitr wort.
fails in thoroughly exterminating thece
weight of these earrings. The natives pose of performing a particular journey,
pests of childhood. Being made in the
of the island of New Hanover know the party letting warrants the horse or
nothing either of tobacco or of Eu- carnage fit and competent for such a la T. LUTHER. Mfll VUlsga, Eria sounty,Pa.
form of Sugar Drops, having neither the
ropeans. What caused them the great- journey. If the hirer treats the horse "PENNSYLVANIA MILITARY ACADK- taste nor smell of medicine,no trouble is
JL MV, Chester, Penn., Reopen* September 13.
est astonishment was a fragment of an or carriageas any prudent man would ThoroughInstructionin ClvU and Mining Engineering,
experienced in inducing children to take
old newspaper. Anything could be ob- do, he is not answerable for any dam- the Classic*, and EnglUh Branche*. For Circulars,
apply to Col. THEO. HYATT. Free P. M. A.
them. Sold by all Druggists at 25 eta. »
tained of them with a piece of paper. age that either may receive.But he must
box, or sent by mail on reoeipt of price,
He asked a savage if paper was a precious use the horse for the purpose for which
thing. “ Oh yes,” he was apswered ; he hired him. For instance, ahorse affectionof any peraon they chooee,Inatantly. Thle art all caa it the Principal Depot, 916 Filbert
free, by mall.SSctnU:
together with* Lover'* Quid*
“this paper is worth several excellent hired for saddle, must not be used in poneu,
Egyptian Oracle, *DrMin*, Hloteto Ladle*,Ac. ,M. 00# told.A
Street, Philadelphia,Pa.
women 1” Upon the island of New harness. If the hirer violates this ex- queer hook. Addreae T. WILLI AMd A Oft, fuh’*,PtilUdelphla.
Britain the inhabitantswere very sus- press conditionof the contract he is liapicious. They even fired their javelins ble for any damage that may occur. If
Sw
at several of the officers, who were the horse is stolen through the hirer’s for
Price
obliged to use their fireanns and kill negligence, such as leaving the stable JO
two or three. The Captain then visited door open all ni$ht, he must answer for HTnntoilAgents for “ Navtes’ ExplanatoryStock Docthe Saloman islands, inhabited by canni- it. But if he is robbed of it by high- n dultiu tor," a full treatise,
00
bound
OF PHILADELPHIA.
bals. He saw a row of scalps in the waymen, when traveling the usual road
SB, 604, 320.24.
house of the chief, into which he man- at usual hours, he cannot be held for
aged to penetrate. The most remarks- damages.
„„
As these questions are freIncorporated
In
1847.
Partly Mataal.
AGENT
b^e island in one jSwticukf is 'the Isa-, nu
inently in dispute, these decisionsmay $10,000 a week, or
Annual Cart Dividends available to reduce Premium*
chromo*, stationery
sU
bella, where the people live in the trees, be interesting.
The Captain saw the house of tne chief,
SAMUEL O. HUEY, President.
ornamented by twenty-five freshly-cut At our request Oragin & Co., cf PhilaUMU*. K
human heads. He asked the son of the delphia, Pa., have promised to send any
Nic-in-MM
chief the motive of these executions. of our readers gratis (on reoeipt of fifteen
“Oh, there is none,” he answered. cents to pay postage) a sample of Dob“ We only sent out to cut off heads.” It bins’ Electric Hoap to try. Send at once.
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$175

CHOICE

FARMING LANDS.

S3*

SSi’SkSS

$350

COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER

for local pains, lameness,aoreness. weakness,nuatfatHaa
and Inflammation of the lungs, liver, kidneys,apteasa.
bowelt, bladder,heart, and muaclea,la equal to as anew
of doctorsand seres of plants and shruU, UlneUwSfc
banishespain and soreness, give* life and vigor to Ike

p^phUt,

LANDS FOR SALE

83

con. lit. of lllver and tine plates, carefully attaehedt»
gather and embedded in a Medicated Porous Piaster.
(See cut.) A narrow strip of cloth, uhirh it not (ohm*
moved,is placed over the plates. When the plaster te
placedupon the affectedpart, which can be dom an
quickly and convenientlyas with the ordinary ponsse
pla>U>r~thatU, hy mere presaure of the hand -thews*
ural warmth and mol.turoof the akin cauaea the plates
U> throw out a currentof electricity so gentle that ate
scarcely possible to feel It otherwisethan by the Masking and grateful warmth produced, yet ao uenetratinges
atop almost immediately the moat excruciating
paie.»
move .oreneM, laiueneti, and draw inflammation frewa
the lung*, liver,kidney*,apleen, bowela, bladder, hesaA
and muaclea. A tingle

usiu.uuuire*aa/amfsivi *»»**• aisaiiiv'itav, w as a wsw
carded. Even In paralraia. epilepsyor fits, and
muscular affections, this plaster, by rallying the
forces, has effected cures when every other knot
edy ha* failed.

Hold by all Dnifglste. Price 35 rsatew
Rent by mall on receipt of 35 cents ior «sa»
•1.35 for alx, or 93.35 for twelve, eaqq.
folly wrapped and warranted, by WE
& POTTER, Proprietors, Boston, Mag*.
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FILE

The only Sure Care for Pfiat.
In order to prnctiesfir Na*a
to the public that “AnaEaate*
Issllwe claim for it.wew^
on receiptof a letter-etMafL
say sufferer a aamnle of the "Anakeaia,"fmsel

charge.

P.

WKUMTAKDTEIt &
Hole

CO.,

Manufacturer* of AaafaoaSa.

Box 3940. New York.

BUY THE
wiick

$77

BIST

is

!

rex

PEEBLES*
Mils
N. F.
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npr!

BURNHAMS

187*

Tntlm.

WATER WHEEL
Has displaced hundreds ef ertw
Turbines, but has newer heete faself displaced.Pamphlet fw*.
N. F.

BURNHAM. VoH^Ek.
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ASSETS, y

No one ahoold travel without a

•

bottls si

Tarrant^ Seltzer Aperient.
arature, irregularity of reataats—w.
Changes of temperature,
are neat and active aptete
and expoeurejtodraughts,
d
in derangingthe secretions of the body. A doe#
aperient will prevent the evOa resulting froa asrti
cause*, and save many inconvenience*and daagna.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS*
a

n. u.

Ne-K

Prom our Own Correspondent.

Mortgage Sale*

|Iftv jpt’frtiscramt

T^E FAULT having been made In the conditions
of the payment of a certain Indenture of
Mortgage, bearing date the twenty-firstday of Oc

To the Editor Holland City 'New*:
.

Hudson, N. Ym August
While. I was writing

my

1870.

28,

former

Probate Order*

letter

CTATB

nn Incident occurred which I find down

,,ia pw*’

I^Coan.j

tober. In the year of our Lord one thousand eight

COUNTY OF

OTTA-

r H**lpnof th® Prohate Court of
of Ottawa,holden at the Probate Offlce

“My umbrella
™ Orand Haven, m aald County, ou
Jonday the Twenty 11m day of Angait In tho year
borrowed by some unknown friend.” The p'“ taonnand eight bnndred and acveuty-al*.
facts are, some kind person thought he rreeont: Samuel L Taus, Judge of Probate.
in

my

,

OF MICHIGAN,

note-hook, ns follows:

needed an umbrella more than

I

heuf^ttt>kthe

mine with-

liberty to borrow

did, and dL-cenMdMi,lWOf thU

knowledge,no doubt, Intending
return It at some future date. Had this

out i*y
to

Kl,ta,eof Ari<) °* Panp,p'

On reading and flliog the petition duly verified.
"PWntlng that aahi Arle 0. Panola
ratdy died In aald Comity of Ottawa, InfuaUte,
leaving real estate In aald County of O.tawa.and
.*,non?Jothe^!*,,nH!• ,hs‘ thla court may
adjudicateand determinu the lawful heirs of wild
deceased in and to said real estate.

occurred to me in any other State Building than the Michigan, I fear I should feel

ordered,that

yerymuih inclined to call \in tie/I, but
my Michigan friend would di'co such

,PAY.

MONDAY

0P OCTOBEK

the

next, nt one

p clock In “>8 afternoon,j,e tielgned for the hearing of salu ration and that the helra at law of
•ajfl deceased, and all other persona Interallied
in
deed as stealing,at least let us hope so.
i j e?tate'“re required to oppear at a session of
But now to continue our ramble through said Court then to be holden at the Probate Offlce
the mansion ok
After we en- tn Grand Haven, in said County, and show cause If
any there bo, why the prayer of the petitioner
tered the sitting room
involuntarily anonld uot-be granted:Ami It is further ordered,
rtiat said petitioner give notice to the persona Inseized the opportunity offered us of resting terested In «ald estate of the pendency of said petiin one of the easy chairs which Washing- tion and the hearing thereof by causing a copv of this
order to he published in the “Holla* d Citt N aw*’
ton no doubt very often occupied. What a a newspaper printed and circulated In said County

Mt Vernon
wo

place for reflection! But time granted us

PAUL J. FLIEMA1T,

ST.

said d*W^ hearl^60 >>U^C0***VUwe^s previousto

hundred and sixty-seven.Made and executed by
John Roost and Alelda Roost of the City of Holland In the Connty of Ottawa and J»Nte of Michigan, parties of the first part, and Charles H. Monroe of the same place party of the second part, and
recorded In th<- offlce of the Register of Deeds, in
and for the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan on the twenty-second
day of November, In the
year of onr Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ilxty-seten, at four o'clockIn the afternoonof
said day, In Liber ••N” of Mortgageson page one
hundred and twenty-two And whereas there Is
claimed to be due and unpaid at this date on said
mortgage the sum of throe hundred and two dollars and forty-fburcents, for principal,and Interest,
and no suit or proceedings either in law, or equity,
having been commenced to recover the same, or
any part thereof. Now therefore,notice l» hereby
given that on MONDAY the SIXTEENTH DAY
°r OCTOBER, In the ear of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six,at one o’clock
tn the afternoon of said day, at the front door of
the County Court House. In the City of Grand Haven in said Countv of Ottawa and State of Mlchi
gan. that being the place for holding the Circuit
Court for said county, there will be sold at public
aution or vendue to the highest bidder tho premises described In said mortgage or so mnch thereof as mar be necessary to satisfy the amount due
and payable on said mortgage,with Interest thereon at the rate of eight per cent, and all the legal
costs and charges of said foreclosureand sale. The

THE CHICAGO A NORTH-WESTERNR.

MANUFACTURER OF

U.

Embraces under one management the Great Trunk
Ke ^Wand NOBTH-WXST. and
th.!
and connections, forms
ronte between Chicago
mTpHi
I ’lnols, Wisconsin, Northern

Top or Open Buggies

Imi
Ln°
wf.h irennm,twf

Light & Heavy Wagons.

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

Omaiu and California Line
the shortest and brst route for All nninre in
NorthwesterrIllinois, Iowa DaJotu
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada Calltorol!’
Oregon, t'hlna,Japan and Australia 'its
Is

Casks

"

Also sole Agent for the

’

Ciiicauo, Madison and 8t. Paul Line

Duluth and

point* in the great Northwe”!^

all

Winona and

»

’"m
south: bend, ind.
i

Iu

8r. Peter Line

^
SouZm

the only route for Winona. Rochester OwHt.m
na. Mankato, St. Peter. New Ulm JSd
Ts'
on Sioux City A 8t Pan! Rallrokd In
and Central Minnesota. Its
Is

Green Bat and MABqvrrrKLine
Is the only line for Janesville, Watertown Fond
Du Lac, Oshkosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Escanaha

This wagon is the beet wagon In uae in thla State,
and the onlv slope-spokedwagon manufactured. It Is a better wagon than tho Jackson M agon, and 1 wl|| sell them just as
cheap, aud give a written tmanty
for one year. Wagons of my
own manufacture I will
soli

for

CASH

SIXTY DOLLARS

Negaujjee,Marquetie, Houghton, Hancock and
the Lake 8uperioiCountry. Pa
Freeport and Dubuque Line

following tu the description of tho lands and prerases as appeart.In said mortgage,to-wlt: The fol-

etc.

Work

All
Fre">OT‘-

Warranted.

General Blackgmlthlng done
and dispatch.

with ncatneu

Chicago and Milwaukee Line
lowing described lands to wit: Lots numbered
A true copy (Attest.)9AMUElVt.TATB,
no such privilege. We had but two
three 18) and four (4) In section numbered twentv- Is the old Lake Shore Route, and is the only one
Judge of Probate.
Speciality.
two (22) in township numberedfive (6) north of passing throngh Evanston,Lake Forest. Highland
hours to visit grounds, buildings and all.
range numbered fifteen [15] west in the Connty of Park, Waukegan, Racine, Kenosha to Milwaukee
J. FLIEMAN.
Ottawa and State of Michigan, containingeightyThe pictures on the walls, the old firePullman Palace Car*
Holland. September 1, 1875.
four and fifty-three
hundredthsacres,more or less,
pvEFAULT
having
been
made
In
the
condition
places, the chairs and sofas In the sitting
are run on all throngh trains of this road.
LJ of payment of a Certain Indentureof Mort- according to the U, 8. survey.
This Is the only line running these cars between
room, were indeed very interesting to ex- gage, dared tho twenty-flfth[25] day of May, In the
Dated: Holla*®. Mich . Jnlv 20th, A. D. 18^.
Ch cago and St. Paul, Chicagoand Milwaukee, or
CHARLES U. MONROE. Mortgage. Chicago
year of onr Lord one thousand eight hundred and
and Winona.
amine. Some were notched, showing the seventy-two[1872], made and executed bv the
Howard A McBride, AUy't for Mortgagee.
At Omaha our Sleepers connect with the OverTl TBX VOIXINO CLASS.— We can furnish you
effects of the knife of the relic hunter. Trustee* of the First MethodistEpiscopal Church
land Sleepers on the Union PacificRailroad for all employment at which you can make very large pay,
In Holland, [signed hr William A. Bronson,chairpoints West of the MissouriRiver.
n your own localltlee,
without being away from
Now, however, gaurds are stationed all man. and Isaac Fairbanks. Clerk of tho Board of
HOBTOAGE SALE.
On the arrivalof thr trainsfrom the East or home over nl«ht. Agenu wanted in every town and
Trustee*], In the City of Holland, County of Ottaaround, so that, relic hunter or not, one is
P\EF AULT having been made in the condition South, the trains of the Chicago& North-Western
Ik
81uo*cr|bere for The Centennial
Michigan,parties of the tlrstpurl,
of the payment ofacertaln Indentureof mort- RailwayLEAVE CHICAGO as follows:
Record, the largestpublication In the United States
obliged to obey tbe command labeled on and illiatn A. Bronson of the same place, party
It)
pages.
Menlnmnarr> ___
OouneU Bluff, Omaha and California. Two
gage, bearing date the ninth day of April. In the
*, 64 columns; Elegantly Illustrated;
Terms
nar\ and recorded In the offlce of
of the second nar,
only S]
rr per year. Tho Record Is devotedto whatall the articles of “hands off.” The most Kegister of Deeds In and for the County of Ottawa year of Lord one thousaadeight hundred and sev- Through Trains (faily, with Pullman Palace Draw
enty-two [1872]. made anil executed bv Hendrick l?.Birurn and s,eeP'n8 Cars through to Council ever Is
* ef Interestconnected with the Centennial
nt V •ai.fl.lA_ _
ft • • • a
interesting of any room is one in which is and State of Michigan,on the nineteenth [19] day Meengs and Arontje Meengs.his wife, of the City of Bluff)*.
of July. A. D. 1872, at two o'clock in the afternoon
For St. Paul and Minneapolis.Two Through
Holland, In the < bounty of Ottawa and State of
a glass case containing relics of small ar- of said day, in Liber ‘•W,” of mortgages, on page
Michigan, parties of the first part and Caroline Trains d«ilv,with Pullman 1'alaco Cars attached
two hundred and eighty-nine[289], which said
on both trains.
ticles used by Washingtonand his family, mortgage and the note thereinmentioned,condi- A. Garretson. wife of Rev. John Garrelson, of New
Brunswick,New Jersey, party of the second pan,
For Oreen Bay and Lake Superior.Two Trains
,A“ elegant patriotic crayon drawing
tioned
for the payment of six hundred dollars and
such as Washington’s sword and belt, his
and recorded in the offlce of the Register of Deeds daily, with Pullman Palace Cars attached, and run- premium pictureIs presentedfree to each sub'unrest at the rate of ten per cent, per year, and
ning throughto Marquette.
OnnHnn iLk e“ti,1Ied'‘‘In remembrance of the
theodolite, suit of his old clothes, knives which said mortgage and note were on the thlrty- u. u. f0r thc (v,nntyof Ottawa and State (of
Michigan, on the first dav of May In the year of our
For Milwaukee.Four Through Trains daily, Pullnfn?h«TTn^haADn,v«rMry
of the Independence
nrst (81) dsv of July, In the year of our Lord one
and forks, tea sets, etc. There also was a thousand eight hundred and seventy-three (1878), Lord one thousandeight hundred and seventy-two trains^” °U 018111 lraln*’Pur*orChRlrCar»onday nnJh°
States.” Size, 23 hy 80 inches. Any
at five o’clock in the afternoon of said dav in Liber
?
BUcceselut
agent, for but show
letter written by Washington himself to duly assigned bv said William A. Bronson to Re seventeen117] of mortgages on page five' hundred
For Sparta and Winona and points on Sioux thc paper and nlctnre and hundreds of subscriber*
becca Groat, of the Town of Holland. County of
and St. Paul Railroad and lor points in Min
ar®e“?i'jrobulned everywhere. There is no busione Th os. Peters, with whom, as appears Ottawa, and State of Michigan,and which said as- and seventy-three[578], and whereas there is Ciiy
claimedto be duo and unpaid at this date on said nesota, One Through Train daily, with Pullman ness that will pay like this at present. We have
signment was dn!v recordedin said Register’sofSleepers
to
Winona.
many agents who are making as high as $20 per
from his letter, he had some dealing in bar- flee on the sixth (s) day of March, A. D. 1875, at 8 mortgage the sum of five hundred and forty dolliws
and twenty-twocents, [$M0.22] for principal and
For Dubuoue. via Freeport, Two Through Trains day amfupwards. Now Is the time: don’t delay
ley. This letter which was but an ordin- o clock In the forenoon of said day, in Liber one Interest,and no suit or procerdlngseither In law dally, with Pullman Cars on night trains.
Remember It wets nothing to give the business a
(1) oi mortgages, on page three hundred and
For Dubuque and La Crosse, via Clinton, Two trial. Send for circulars,terms, and sample copy
ary business letter, is a key to Washington’s seventy-eight (378). and which said mortgageconi or equity having been commenced to recover the
same or any part thereof: Now therefore notice Is Through Trains daily,with Pullman Carson night of paper, which are sent free to all who apply; do
tains a conditionthat the party of the lirst part
It to-day. Completeoutfit free to those who decharacter. In it be gives a specimen of •nail and will keep the mortgage Interestof the herehv given that on MONDAY the SIXTEENTH train to McGregor, Iowa,
day of OCTOBER, in the year ofour Lord one thouFor Sioux City and Yanktonand points on Sioux cide to engage. Farmers and mechanics,and their
parry
of
the
second
part,
or
his
assigns,
in
the
that straightforward, honest, prudent charsand eight hundred and seventy-six,at one o'clock City & St. Paul Railroad, Two Trains daily. Pull- sons and daughtersmake the very best of agents
Dnildlngs erected and to be erected upon the lands
Address, f HE CENTENNIAL RECORD
acter which he so fully possessed. Its conveyed,insured against loss and damage by Are, in the afternoon of said day, at the front door of the man Cars to Missouri Valley Junction.
For Lake Genera, Four Trains daily.
county court house. In the City of Grand Haven, in
Portland, Maine.
by insurance, and in default thereof It shall be lawpurport is: “I have some barley on hand
said Connty of Ottawa and State of Michigan,that
For Rockford,
---- . w.w
Sterling,
....y, ...wtVTdU,
Kenosha, UUIICIIIVIC,
Janesville,anu
and
j ,,tho P®11* of 1,10 second part, his executors, being the place for holding the Circuit C’onrt tor other points, you can have from two to ten trains
which I would like to sell you. It is bar- administrators, or assigns, toctfectsuch Insurance, said-county, there will be sold at public auction or dally.
and the premium or premiums paid for afl'ectln*'
New York Offlce. No. 415 Broadway; Boston Ofley raised (at lom informed) from Rhode the same shall be a lien on the said mortgaged vendue to the highest bidder thc premises described
In said mortgage, or so much, thereof as mav he flee.No. 5 State Street; Omaha Office, 253 Furnham
premise*
added
to
the
amount
secured
bv
said
Islan^seed. I mention thit for plain dentnecessary to satisfythe amount due and payable Street; San Francisco Offlce, 121 Montgomery
mortgage,and payable forthwithwith interestat
on said mortgage,with the interestthereon at the Street; Chicago Ticket Offices:62 Clark Street,
ing." How profitable could some of the the rate of ten per cent, per annum.
rate of ten per cent per annum, payable annually, under Sherman House; corner Canal and Madison
And whereas, there Is claimedto be due and un- and all the legal costs and charge's of such fore- Streets; Kirzie Street Depot, corner W. Klnzleand
business men of to-day practice such paid at this date on said mortgage the sum of six
closure and sale and also an attorney fee oftwenfy- ( nnal Streets; Wells Street Depot, corner Wells
])lain dealing!Our visit in the rooms up hundred and sixty six dollars and forty-sixcents flve dollars,as provided for In said mottgagelncase and Kiuzie Streets.
(3fih6.4b) tor principal and interest onsaldmort
proceeding* should be taken to foreclose tho same
For rates or information not attainablefrom
stairs was necessarily but short; still we gage, and the sum of ten dollars ($10) for insurO
your home ticket agents, apply to
I he following is the description of the lands and
ance effectedand paid by the assignee of this mortpremises as appears In said mortg ge to-wit : All that W H. STENNETT. MAftYIN HUGHITT,
Having succeededthe late firm of G. Van Putten
could not help but linger for a few minutes g*fe'ecertain piece or parcel of land, situate In the City
Gen. Pass. Ag’t. Chicago. Gen. Sup’t, Chicago. A Co., at the same stand and In the same business
And \vhereas, the said mortgage contains a con- of Holland, In the County of Ottawa and Sate of
in the room in which Washington died.
wishes to advertise through tho columns of the
dition that when any proceedingsshall be taken to
News his stock of
Michigan and describedas followsto-wlt: Lot
*1... ______ _ «
In the south end of the room stood a fac- fiirnrlnap
numbered three f<l in block numbered thirtv-el.ht
i HOW LOOT, HOW
[88] in the City or Holland, according to the recorded
simile of the bed on which he died (the
--- ------- „„ „ ouuv.v,,,„ u, Oiiuruoy !• leu snilll
Goods,
map of the same recorded in the Registers Offlceof
Just nnbli«hed,a new edition of
original^one has long been destroyed by be paid by the party of the first part to the partv the County of Ottawa.
Dr. Culvenrell’l
Celebrated Essay on
of the second part, and all the legal costs anil
Hats tfc Caps,
Dated: Holland, Mich.. July 2), A. D. 1876.
the radical enro (without medicine)
visitors)' on the west side stood the stands charges of such foreclosure and sale, in case proof Spermatorrcea or Seminal Weakceedings shall be taken to foreclose the same, and
CAROLINE A. GARRETSON.Xortgaom.
SemTn^rLVMcT'^S;' • Groceries,
which he used to place his shaving imple- no suit at law or in chancery having been InstiHoward
A
McBride,
AU
ye for Mortgagee. Mental and Physical Incapacity. Impediments to
Crockery,
ments on; on the north was his wash- tuted to recover anld debt, or sny part thereof.
! ?‘arr "ge, etc.; also. Consumption, Epilepsy and
Now, therefore,notice Is hereby given, that by virnts, Induced by self-indulgence or sexual extrastand, looking glass, and wardrobe, and tue of the power of sale containedin said mortFlour
Feed.
vagance, Ac.
gage and of the atatntes in such case made and
the east the entrance door. Could one provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed by
Price, In a sealed envelope, only six cents.
Etc., Etc.
help to linger and be lost in thought by a sale of the mortgaged premises,or so much
; The celebrated author. In this admirable Essnv
thereof as is necessaiy to satisfythe amount due
clearlydemonstrates,
from a thirtyyears’ successthe spot where the spirit of one who took npun said mortgage aforesaid,for principaland Ini fu practice, that the alarming consequences of
terest, said eum of insurance, premium, and attorself-abusemay be radicallycured without the dansuch an active part in tbe greatest drama ney fee, and the costs and expenses of foreclosure
first-class.
gerous use of imenialmedicine or the application
of nations the world ever witnessed,took and sale allowed by law. at public auction or venof the knife; pointing out a mode of cureat once
Since
the
dissolution
ofour
co-partnership.
I
am
due to the highest bidder, on the TWENTYsimple, certain,®n<i
and effectual,
effectual,by
hv means
means of
of which
which
its flight? On yonder spot were spent the
FOURTH (21) BAY OF OCTOBER, In the year cairyingonthis business alone.atthe OLD STORE ! pl,uPie’
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and where I can be found at all times, and where I will i KVery 8ufl®ror:.no “'‘Her what Ills condition may
hallowed last moments of one who has
istantly on hand,
the cnoicest
choicest of Salt ana
keep constantly
nanu.cne
ana ‘)C’ n,a*v cure hin,gtdr cheaply, privately, and radi
(1876), at one o’clock in tho afternoon
eats, auu
nt me
th» lowest prices
call'/.
Meats,
and offer
uuer them
mem at
the
prices. , caU'Jo
been, is, and ever ought to be held up to uf said day, at the ront door of the County Court Fresh .urui*.
House, in the City of Grand Haven, In said County I expect to see all our old friends,to come and call
This Lecture should be In the hands of
A prompt deliveryfree of charge, can
the world'as a fair example to what true of Ottawa and State of Michigan,that being the on me, when I will offer them such bargains as will every youth and every man in the land.
Induce them to purchasetbeir daily rations will
be relied upon.
glory one Is able to attain in this world. place for holding the Circuit Conrt for said county.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope,to any adSaid mon gaged premisesto be sold are described
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
Ah! the very atmosphere one breathes in in said mortgage,as follows, to wit: All of those I will sell cheaper
post stamps.
certain pieces or parcels of land situate and being
such a place seems to inspire him.
Address the Publishers,
In the City of Holland, in the County of Uttaw,
one in this City
A stroll into the garden was very pleas- and State of Michigan, and described as follows,to
F. B
w-lt : Lot numbered fourteen (14) and the west half
JACOB KUITE.
ant Washington displayed a very good of lot numbered fifteen (:5) in block numbered (39)
Holland. Feb. 14, 1874.
G. VAN PUTTEN.
46 2-s
it Ann St , Hnr 7ork; Post OfficeBox. 4586nsnld city, according to the map thereof of record
Holland, Aug. 2, 1870.
taste in the manner in which he laid out in the offlce of the Begiiterof Deeds of Ottawa
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Van Putten.
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Meat Market,
Jacob Kuito.

The Goods are

-

PRICES ARE LOW.

of
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lou-o.t

than any

CALL AND SEE.

ragman & Son.

garden.

his flower

beds bordering

It

on

was

laid

into County.Michigan, as of the Village of Holland.
Dated. Holland, Mich., July 27. A. D. 1876.

out

Drs.ANNIS&BROEK.

REBECCA GROAT.

paths crossing each

other at right angles, which his sons called

HOWARD

4

*cmuT*°rKUM°r'm'

a variety of flowers in various shapes

Mortgage Sale.

mak-

appearance. A few

Default having been made In the conditionsof
certain Mortgage, dated the twenty-ninthday of
leaves from the shrubbery and trees plant- April A. D. 18.5, made and executedby Louisa A.
Becker of the township of Wright, Connty of Oted by Washington himself and his family,
tawa and State of Michigan,to Arthur E.' Turner
and also Lafayette, was all that we were of the Township of Alpine, County of Kent and
HUte of Michigan,and recorded in the offlce of
permited to have as relics. Some of these the Register of ist-eiin
ior inc uonniy
Deeds for
County Of
of UtT:
Ottawa
nnH
M — *the
a.
« «• ' \

ing a very excellent

from plants which Lafayette

trees were

brought from the grave of Napoleon, from
plants of trees planted by Napoleon; others

were native plants; all, however, were now
of great sizes. A walk through the groves

and whistle of the boat called us from
spot of so

many

historicalmemories.

this

One

tomb of Washington and

last look at the

we were once more

on

board the steamer

for the cspitol. Farewell, hallowed spot,

may many be permittedto enjoy the lessons taught by you in your silent eloquence!

A few hours latter and we were swiftly
being carried to another place of historical impo; lance of which my next letter
will telh

Yours Truly,

etc.,

A. A. Pfanstiefil.
Capt. West,

a

submarine operator, was

at work on the hulk of the

sunken Iron-

League Island Navy Yard,
the other day trying to blow the hulk to
pieces. He charged It with 250 pounds
sides off the

of double strength powder. When this
was

blew

fired it

a piece

of

iron weighing

nearly a ton twenty feet into

the air. In

a barge several hundred yards away, and went through its
deck and bottom. Th* barge was loaddd
with iron plates and chains from the ironsides, and it went down like a flash-

iss
_

and Fancy

i

tator
.iher

D. 1875, at eight o'clock ta Tb/foreiSoh!

.... o.j

the barge touched bottom

careen-

cd,

dumped

the
me

surface ng
ng un,
,in, mug
thus saving
lives of
of
turiace
saving the
the lives

the

workmen on

Its load,

and

it

board
occupied less limn n

*

Instantly rose to

. The whole thing

minute.

8

»uu

l« all ttcat-clM. and

TZ

T'

__

FOR SALE.

H.

1

1876.

!

Black Lake,
Will

carry from 800 t5 400 Jersone
I will take

Pic-nics

Mill.

1.
|

Planing, Matching,
Or Re-Sawing Done.

--

All work burnUhed and finishedIn the latest

House and Lot for Sale.
I

theii

Thanking the public
for their

patronage

the past they

oi

solicit

the continuance of the

same.

BORTHWESTERJT

OF

THE STEAMSHIP

SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH

AND BLINDS,

Or anything In our line, manufactured on short
notiae.

H.

W. YERBEEK &

Situated on Ninth atreet,west of River street

style. utaatioStotlbUinld^rom^h^J,FnrtW

MINNEAPOLIS

Co.

IpHHSHu
Bollard, ^ BOOKBINDING!

Eighth St. Holland, Mich.

all

UH/Y
KIL1T, Transportation Co.
THE DRYING
LUMBER

46

PHOTOGItAPHER,

pleased to see

WE SHALL MAKE A

Sunday-School & Church

f. Eraarns,

capaci-

mcEisrix

AND

Dated June 10th, A. D. 1876.

&

new and

their

ink

many new ones as deem
it to their advantage
to trade with them,

1876.

Excmfsioire

ARTHUR B. TURNER, Mortgagee,
Millie A Voouraa, AW ye for Mortgagee. .

Have moved

old customers and as

^

V

Steketee,

_
Holland, Mich.

Planing

the angle of the State road In the Village of Berlin,
and runningnorth four (4) degrees west two hundred and thirty-four (884) feet and three and onehalf (8#) inches ; thence sooth eighty-six (86) degrees west to high water mark of tho mill pond ;
thence eouth-easterlyalong tho high water mark
to the center of the said Bute road along the center of the said State road to the place of Beginning.

& A.

_

BY
WALSH, Druggist.
x

mini, uur hock

tt'ltl*!,?

F.

SOLD
—
ous double brick store
Wholesale
Articles.
_ ^ and Retail where they will be

™dm°an,
'“.f fSTn^
W e invite our friends and the public generallv to
uuuuiuu amt Bun-mr-une nmiare
i ('hare of their patronage.
5encro"r ,o
and ninety-two ccnta ($171,92).bcoldea an attorney
T. E. ANN IS. M. D.
fee of thirty dolllar* ($80.00,)provided In i*aiil
Holland, Mich., Feb. 25, 1875. 2-tf
_
A. BROEK, M. D.
mortgage,to bo paid to said mortgagee,In caro
of foreclosure;and no suit at law or in chancery
having been Institutedto recover said debt
or any portion thereof; Now thcrelore, notice
is hereby giren, that by virtue of the power
of sale containedIn eafd mortgage, and of the
A 3 Acre Fruit Farm containing tome 300 bearing
statute in such case made and provided,the said grape vines. 100 Currant bushes; Strawberries;
mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale of the mort- Peare. Appte, Quince, Chestnnt, Mulberry,Apprigaged premises,or so ranch thereof as may be cot. Cherry and Peach trees In hearing.
necessary to satisfy the amount due upon said
No money required down Inquire of
mortgage as aforeaid.(both principal and interest,
Bollard, April IB' J
WNDEOEND, In re-building our new shop we have pursaid attorney fee and the costs and expenses oi
sale, allowed by law,) at pnbllc auction, to the
chased entire new Machinery,
Highest bidder, on the 19th day of September, A. D.
1876, at one o’clock in the afternoon,at the front
Of the Mott Approved Pattern*; door of the court house In tho city of Grand Haven
In said County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
ind
we
are confident we can satisfy all whe
that being tho place for holding tho G’lrcull Court
want
for said county. Said mortgaged promises are described In thc said mortgage as follows, to-wlt: All
i
that certain piece or parcel of land known and
deacrihed as follows, to-wit: Village lots number
nlnety-two (92) and ninety-three (ftl) as numbered
on the villageplat of the village of Berlin,and sit- I am again prepared to run excursions from hero to
the mouth of
uated In the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, on section number thirty-four(84) town eight
WE HAVE A STEAM
north of range thirteen(18) west commencingat

its descent It struck

When

No. 86, Eighth Street,

Opp. Van Raalte’s Shoe Store. in^r;r.L:Bb!"l*r,,le,orl,!in"lDg
DEALERS IN
—
AT
Drugs, MedicineS, Paints, Oils,

a

Qtut.k

pill",

Have a specific Influence upon the Liver ar.«
Bowels,and stimulate these organs into such vie
orous action mo*
that the
removea.
uie Impediments
iiiipcuuircmsare rem
Favorablyknown by operating mildly.
from

ton Avc., etc. In these beds were planted
•

-

mmm -and etoorant
o

Ally's for Assignee.

respectively LafayetteAve. and Washing-

DR. SCHOUTEFS

-

OR

-

AMAZON

The undersignedwishes to Inform his old friends
and residents of Hollandand vicinity that being at
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangeWill leave Grand Haven for Milwaukeeever
ments with Mr. W. Vorst. at Holland, at whose
store, on River atreet,all Job work for binding can morning at one o’clock, (Mondays excepted)mak
he left. I have purchaseda new and completeline Ing close connectionswith all trains for the North
of tools and stock and will tornlsh first-class work. Bonth and West.

I

A.

Muskbook,Sept. 8

1875.

CLOBTINGH.

For freight or passage, apply to
8. B.

HUMPHREY,

Agent.

